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Executive Summary

Overview

The rapid development of wind power that the United States has experìenced over the last
several years has been coupled with a growing concern that wind development wil require
substantial additions to the nation's transmission infrastructure. Transmission is particularly
important for wind power due to the locational dependence of wind resources, the relatively low
capacity factor of wind plants, and the mismatch between the short lead time to build a new wind
project and the longer lead time often needed to plan, permit, and construct transmission.

It is clear that institutional issues related to transmission planning, siting, and cost allocation wil
pose major obstacles to accelerated wind power deployment, but also of concern is the potential
cost of this infrastructure build out. Simply put, how much extra cost wil society bear to deliver
wind power to load centers? Without an answer to this question, there can be no consensus on
whether or not the cost of developing transmission for wind wil be a major barrier to further
wind deployment, or whether the institutional barriers to transmission expansion are likely to be
of more immediate concern.

Objectives and Methodology

In this report, we review a sample of 40 detailed transmission studies that have included wind
power. These studies cover a broad geographic area, and were completed from 2001-2008. Our
primary goal in reviewing these studies is to develop a better understanding of the transmission
costs needed to access growing quantities of wind generation. A secondary goal is to gain a
better appreciation of the differences in transmission planning approaches in order to identify
those methodologies that seem most able to estimate the incremental transmission costs
associated with wind development. Finally, we hope that the resulting dataset and discussion
might be used to inform the assumptions, methods, and results of higher-level assessment models
that are sometimes used to estimate the cost of wind deployment (e.g. NEMS and WinDS).

The authors and general location of the 40 detailed transmission studies included in our review
are ilustrated in Figure ES-1. As discussed in the body of the report, these studies vary
considerably in scope, authorship, objectives, methodology, and tools. Though we recognize this
diversity and are cognizant that comparisons among these studies are therefore somewhat
inapproprìate, we nonetheless emphasize such simple comparisons in this report. We do so in
order to improve our understanding of the range of transmission costs needed to access greater
quantities of wind, and to highlight some of the drivers of those costs. In so doing, we gloss over
many important details and differences among the studies in our sample.

In emphasizing simple comparìsons, our analysis focuses prìmarily on the unit cost of
transmission implied by each of the studies. The unit cost of transmission for wind in $/kW
terms on a capacity-weighted basis is estimated by simply dividing the total transmission cost in
a study by the total amount of incremental generation capacity (wind and non-wind) modeled in
that study. In so doing, this metric assumes that within any individual study all incremental

4830-0889-2169.1
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generation capacity imposes- transmission _costs in _proportion .10- itsnaineplate capacity rating. -
The - limitàtions- to- this approach- are'describ-ed in, some detail, in the' body- of the report.

. ,-. -', ..... .. . . . . ..
_Figure ES-l. General Geographic-Lo~ation of Transmission Studies:iii Sample

Results- and Fjndings- - - - - -. . . . . ... . .. .
The resulting- uni~ cost of transmission for wind for our sample of stuqies_-is _ shown inFigureES-
2 and 3,_ in $/kW-wind termsand$/MWh-wind:t_erms respe~tiv-ely,sorted by- increasi~g~nit

_ costs._-In_-caseswhere a study-sce~ario involye_d_ multiple generation technologies, the total

transmission cost:ofthat:scenario was allocated to wind ona-capacity-weig1lted basis in-both
_figures.- The: totRl.ainountof incremental wind :èapacity_ analyzed by each study- scenario ('_'wind _

_ analyzed"), or the total- incremental generation capacity in- cases' wheii-it is_not _c~ear what portion
of the nèw-càpa~ityîs-wind-("total-analyzed"), is illustrated 'on-the top axis of the figures. As _

shown,-thos~-study-scenarios in our sample that-specificalíy -analyze wind _power capa_ city- do so -. - - ~ . - _. . .
- -with- wind additionS that rangefrom--as-little as_6~ -MWtö as much as-236GW~
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The total range in unit transmission costs for wind implicit in these studies is vast - ranging from
$OIkW to over $1,500/kW. The majority of studies, however, have a unit cost of transmission
that is below $500IkW, or roughly 25% of the current $2,000IkW cost of building a wind project.
The median.cost of transmission from all scenarios in our sample is $300IkW, roughly 15% of
the cost of building a wind project.1 In terms of cost per megawatt-hour of wind power
generation, the aggregate range of transmission costs is from $O/MWh to $79/MWh, with a
median of $15/MWh and most studies falling below $25/MWh.

Though the limitations of our methodology caution against over-interpretation of the results
presented here, it is clear that the transmission costs associated with increased wind development
are not insignificant. That said, with the exception of a number of high-cost study scenarios,
these estimated costs generally add less than 33% to recent busbar prices of wind-generated
electricity. Moreover, it deserves note that transmission expansion is not unique to wind: other
generation sources wil also require transmission expenditures, not surveyed here. Additionally,
transmission expansion tyically serves multiple purposes, and our approach to assigning the full
costs of that expansion to generation capacity additions effectively ignores those other benefits.
Finally, in some of the studies in our sample, transmission is purposefully oversized to allow for
future generation expansion, leading to an overestimate of the transmission costs uniquely
associated with the specific wind capacity additions. In general, the limitations in our
methodology err towards an over-statement of the unit cost of transmission for wind.

Because the transmission costs surveyed here are, in some cases, sizable, and the range in cost
estimates is broad, it is also of interest to understand how differences in study objectives,
methodologies, tools, and assumptions can impact the resulting cost estimates. In particular,
among the factors that are expected to impact the unit cost of transmission for wind are the
amount of incremental generation studied and the transmission line voltage, the length of
transmission, equipment cost assumptions, differences in study methodologies and objectives,
and deviations in studies from inherent assumptions in our methodology. Though our review did
not provide unambiguous answers to the importance of these various factors, and we are
necessarily limited to our specific sample of studies, our general findings are as follows:

. Unit transmission costs of wind, among our sample, do not appear to increase signifcantly
with higher levels of wind additions. Two effects may influence the unit cost of transmission
as wind capacity increases: a supply curve effect where transmission costs increase as lower
cost resources are accessed, and an economies of scale effect where transmission costs
decrease as higher voltage lines are used to more efficiently access large resource areas.
While our sample is not ideally suited for directly measuring either of these effects, we do
not find that those studies that analyze large amounts of wind additions necessarily predict
higher per-unit costs of transmission. In fact, the studies with the largest additions of wind
energy tend to have relatively low unit costs of transmission, indicating that the economies of
scale effect may contribute to lower costs among our study sample.

i In the early 2000s, the average cost of wind projects was roughly $1300/kW. Using this average wind project cost
for the denominator, the $300/kW median unit cost of transmission cost equates to 23% ofthe average wind project
cost.

xi
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. Unit transmission costs do not unambiguously increase in scenarios with increasing

transmission length. Several studies with large quantities of new transmission investments
across broad geographic regions had unit transmission costs that fell in the mid-range of our
sample.

. Unit transmission costs do, however, appear to increase in scenarios that added long

transmission lines and relatively little new generation. Studies found to have the highest unit
costs of transmission often add long transmission lines without adding substantial amounts of
new generation. The majority ofthe high unit cost scenarìos were multi-state transmission
lines designed to deliver all of the new generation added in the scenario from remote
resource areas to distant load centers.

. Equipment cost assumptions vary widely across studies in our sample. These variations may
be influenced by regional factors, when the study was conducted, and the level of detail used
in the equipment cost estimates. These differences are likely to contribute to a portion of the
variation in the unit costs of transmission across our sample.

Though the above factors are surely important, variations in study approaches and methodologies
and the characteristics of the grid may be of similar if not greater importance. In paricular, we
find that transmission designed to accommodate the full nameplate capacity of all new
generation during peak periods on sparsely interconnected transmission lines appears to have a
higher cost than transmission designed to reduce congestion costs caused by new wind
generation based on an economic dispatch of an interconnected transmission network. This
finding may have implications for future transmission planning efforts oriented toward accessing
additional wind energy.

Finally, we have compared the detailed bottom up transmission studies that are the subject of our
review to three higher-level, top down studies. We find that the implied unit cost of transmission
in two of these. three studies is below or equivalent to the median cost in our sample of bottom up
studies ($300IkW). Specifically, two studies that evaluate transmission to enable a 20% wind
energy scenario in the U.S., the AEP Interstate Transmission Vision and the NREL Wind
Deployment System (WinDS), have a unit cost of transmission of$150 - $3001kW and $207IkW,
respectively. Notably, the unit cost of transmission in these two top down studies compares
favorably to the unit cost of transmission for wind implied in a recent bottom up study of a 20%
wind energy scenario in the Eastern Interconnection, the Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP).
The unit cost of transmission in the JCSP 20% wind energy scemirìo was $195IkW. The wind
capital cost adjustment factors and base transmission costs used in the National Energy Modeling
System (NEMS) to reflect transmission costs and other factors, on the other hand, loosely imply
an average unit transmission cost of $4501kW for 40 GW of new wind by 2030, 50% higher than
our median estimate. More discussion of these findings can be found in the body of the. report.

xu
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1. Introduction

Wind power capacity additions are growing at a rapid pace in the United States (see, e.g., Wiser
and Bolinger 2008). These additions are drven by federal tax incentives, state-level renewables
portfolio standards, the rising cost of fossil-fuel generation, concerns about energy security and
price volatility, and growing interest in reducing carbon dioxide emissions.

This rapid development, however, has been coupled with a growing concern that maintaining or
increasing wind capacity additions wil require substantial additions to the nation's transmission
infrastructure (see, e.g., U.S. DOE 2006, 2008; Jacobs 2007; CDEAC 2006)? A variety of
barrers exist to new transmission development, and many studies have expressed concern that
transmission investments in the United States are not keeping up with the need for those
investments (Hirst 2004; Hirst and Kirby 2001b; NERC 2008; Joskow 2005a, b; U.S. DOE 2002,
2006).

Transmission is particularly important for wind power due to the unique characteristics of the
wind resource and wind power projects (WIRES and CRA International 2008; National Grid
2006). Specifically, wind energy depends on wind resources that are sometimes located far from
load centers, and wind development is therefore expected to increasingly rely on access to the
bulk transmission system in order to move power from resource areas to load centers (U.S. DOE
2008; Vajjhala et aL. 2008). Moreover, the total developable wind resource in an area to be
served by new transmission is almost always larger that the size of an individual wind power
project. As such, economies of scale in transmission investments dictate that it is more efficient
to proactively build larger transmission ahead of wind generation rather than make smaller
transmission investments for individual projects (Olsen 2007; CAISO 2006; Hirst and Kirby
2001a). Additionally, individual wind projects can be developed in a relatively short time period
of two to three years, whereas large transmission facilities can take a decade to plan, permit, and
construct. Finally, wind power projects rely on a varìable resource and typically operate at
capacity factors that range from 30% to over 40%, ensuring that any transmission dedicated
solely to wind generation wil not be fully utilized for large portions of the year.

Various initiatives are underway to address the barriers that new transmission investment poses
to renewable energy development specifically, and to address constraints to transmission
expansion more broadly. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), for example, is
curently working with transmission operators and stakeholders to reform the process for
generators to interconnect with the bulk transmission system, called the interconnection queue
(FERC 2008). FERC also recently issued FERC Order 890, requiring transmission operators to
proactively participate in regional transmission planning processes including transmission
development for economic, not just reliability, purposes (FERC 2007). In addition, under
authority granted by the Energy Policy Act of2005, the U.S. Department of Energy now has the
ability to designate transmission constrained areas and FERC - under certain circumstances -
has the ability to support transmission investment in those areas. More generally, a growing
number of state and regional entities are establishing policies and processes to proactively tackle

2 Concern about the transmission needs associated with higher levels of wind penetration are not limited to the U.S.
In fact, in addition to more-incremental transmission upgrades, very long-distance transmission solutions have been
discussed in both Europe (Czisch and Giebel 2000) and China (Lew et aL. 1998).

1
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the transmission barrier for renewable energy, through designation of renewable energy zones,
creation oftransmission infrastructure authorities, and other means (Wiser and Bolinger 2008;
Porter and Fink 2008).

Though it is clear that institutional issues related to transmission planing, siting, and cost
allocation wil pose major obstacles to accelerated wind power deployment, also of concern is
the potential cost of this infrastructure build out. Though it may be general knowledge that new
transmission wil be required for accelerated development of wind energy and that the initiatives
noted above wil reduce impediments to that transmission development, there is lesser
understanding of how much that transmission wil cost. Consequently, there is also little
consensus on whether or not the cost of developing transmission wil be a major barrier to the
continued development of wind energy, or whether the institutional barriers to transmission
expansion are likely to be of more immediate concern?

Broadly, there are two ways to estimate the cost of transmission for wind power: top-down and
bottom-up. A top-down approach is used in high-level studies like those that rely on the Energy
Information Administration's (EIA) National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) and those that
use the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) Wind Deployment System (WinDS)
modeL. Conceptual analyses are also sometimes included in more-academic studies of the
feasibility oflong-distance transmission for wind (see, e.g., Cavallo 2007; DeCarolis and Keith
2006; and Greenblatt et al. 2007). Though there are numerous advantages to these approaches,
they do not incorporate detailed physical modeling of the transmission system, and therefore
generate only coarse approximations for the transmission costs associated with increased wind
power development. Alternatively, bottom-up transmission studies often include detailed
physical modeling of the grìd, and therefore wil arguably produce more accurate estimates of
the cost of transmission expansion if conducted appropriately. Recently, a number of bottom up
transmission studies, ranging from very detailed to more conceptual, have included large
amounts of new wind development. In comparison to a top-down model, these bottom-up
studies examine specific transmission line paths and facility ratings. Detailed physical modeling
of the transmission system, in the bottom-up studies that use it, also allows complex relationships
between load, generation dispatch, power flows over parallel transmission paths, and reliabilty
requirements to be incorporated into the analysis of transmission expansion requirements and
costs.

In this report, we review a sample of 40 bottom-up transmission studies that have included wind
power.4 These studies cover a broad geographic area, and were completed from 2001-2008. Our

3 Our focus on the cost of 
transmission for wind energy does not address the issue of the allocation of transmission

costs to paricular wind projects. The allocation of costs may also be a barrer to continued developinent of wind
energy but we group the allocation of costs into the institutional barrers and do not address the issue further in this
report.
4 In so doing, we broadly follow the approach used by Auer et al. (2004) and EWEA (2005), which summarized

transmission cost studies from Europe, and concluded that the additional transmission expenditue for wind was
lìkely to cost less than $6/MWh for up to 30% wind penetration. One key difference between our approach and the
approach employed in these studies is that they examine only country-specific analyses of large-scale wind
integration that are based on detaìled load flow assessment. The studies in our sample, however, are much more
diverse in objectives, scope, and methods. Additional work on the grid connection costs associated with renewable
energy in Europe has been summarized in Swider et al. (2008), focusing on just interconnection costs.

2
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prìmary goal in reviewing these studies is to develop a better understanding of the transmission
costs needed to access growing quantities of wind generation (we do not address the institutional
barriers to transmission investment). In so doing, we present information that allows a deeper
appreciation of the nature and magnitude of the transmission cost barrier for wind energy. A
secondary goal ìs to better understand differences in transmission planning approaches in order
to identify those methodologies that seem most able to estimate the incremental transmission
costs associated with wind development. Finally, in addition to providing some insight to
policymakers and others on the magnitude of the transmission barrier and to transmission
planners conducing bottom-up transmission assessments for wind, we hope that the resulting
dataset and discussion might be used to inform the assumptions, methods, and results of top-
down assessment models. In achieving all of these objectives, however, we are cognizant that
the methodologies employed by the studies in our sample are diverse, and that comparìsons
among the studies are more ilustrative than definitive.

The remainder of the report is strctured as follows. We begin in Section 2 by identifying the
transmission plans in our sample and highlighting differences among those studies. In Section 3,
we discuss our methodology for estimating the unit cost of transmission for wind from each of
the studies in our sample, the inherent assumptions in our simplified methodology, and the
resulting caveats on the use and interpretation of our results. Section 4 presents pertinent
statistics for each study in our sample, and the key results of our meta-analysis on the unit cost of
transmission for wind across all studies. In Section 5, we discuss some of the possible drivers
for the wide variation in the unit cost of transmission for wind, while in Section 6 we compare
the results of the bottom-up studies in our sample to pertinent results from a sample of relevant
top-down models that include transmission estimates for wind. Conclusions are offered in
Section 7. Appendix A provides brief descriptions of each of the individual studies included in
our review.5

5 Appendix A is a working document. It is available in draft form upon request.
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2. - --Description - of -Transmission Studies -

2.1 - Study _Sample. . . '.. . . - . ." . .-..- - .' .'
The 40 _-transmission studies included in our _ sample allanàlyze proposed transmission- upgrades
that -are :expected to aC~Orrmodate increased wirid_ power -generation. Itiour col-Iectioll of- studie~, -
- we. largely selected only-t1?ose that _evaluate transmissiontequirements for multiple- new wind --
plants-with a,combine-d--capacitygreaterthan 300 -MW; we- therefore exclude"d from our- sampl~
individi:al generator_ill:t~rCOiiection- studies.- In a few:cases, we "included studies where_wind
resource maps-and_ wind developer ii;terest shows significant potential-for newwind_-generation;
even whenthöse studies- did not explicitly arid separately'evaluate wind.6 - _ - _ _- _ - _- - - - __-. '. ... .' . . . .' - .. .." .' -
The general-location of the_studies included in our sample is -illustrated-in Figure 1, while the
study region, author, title, date, and brief description of the sce_nariös from which we collect
- statistics _are presented -in Table- 1 (niore infornation- on the -content ()f the. studies is presented in
_Table 2,-later)~_-The 40 studies in our sample cover a-broad geographic--area, were completed
from-200l--2008,7 and for those study-scenarios that speci-ficallyanalyzè wind power'capacity,
do so with_wind additions-that range from as little as -63 MW8 to: as much as 236_ OW.. . -' .' . . .. . . . .. .- -
The-remainder of this- section explore-s the.Inany-variati~ns am-orig the studies in-our sampl~,
focusing -on: the degree_ to which the study f~cuses on wind; -the type of organization authoring

_ the study_and geographic scope - of- study; the framework fòr evaluating neceSsary transmission
upgrad~s;-the degree of network interconrectivity; and the - level ofsttdy detaiL. In our
description-of these issues, we -focus- on- those studies that are considerably different -from one
anothet; the-majority of studies fall between extremes, and- we do not-attempt to _categorize all
sfudies-along all dim_ensions. : -

. .. . . -. . . .... .
6 At-the time of 

publication we were unable to find studies detailing the expected amount of~ew generation and
transmisstòri .cost for a nunib~r of notable trapsmissiön_ Lines. The Wyoming-Colorado Jritertie or TOT -3 wa~ not _
included because no cost estimates were publicly, available at the time of publication. _This.-iIie was_ evaluated as.

part of a bundlè of transmission projectsin the RM TS study, however. More recently, a Duke-AEP joint-venture
called Pioneer-Transmission LLC proposed to build a 240-mile 765 kV line in a high wind region of Indiåna-atan

- approximate cost of$l billion; see FERÇ _submittaI20081015~4004 in docket ER09-75,;OOO:for full details.- No
specific- quantity- of expected ne'Y geIleråtión: accessed-by the line was found; though-multiple referenceswere~ found
such as- "over"3000 MW ofnewwin~"_:ard "thousands ofMWofnew wind in the interconnectiori queue in the
region". Assuming-that the_-new transmission line is abléto -access 4,000MW of new :windgeneratiört, the unit .cost
would be about $250/kW. -In addition,_ - the Energy_Gateway is- a set of propo"sed transmission proj ects that would
-help:serve renewableresource áreas in and around Wyoming_and load'centers-in- the WestTh~ project would add

1,900 miles of new transmission lines ànd-wouldhave a cost of$6 billion; see _ _
http://ww_~pacificorp.com!energygateway-fòr-möre details. Nòestiinate--was found, however,: of the total amount òf

new generation that is-expected to be accessed by this new transmission. Finally, the _Southwest IntertieProject --
(SWIP)-is a 500 kV transmission line that, if-built, will stretèh 500 miles between-southern Idaho and southern
Nevada., A study~ rheSouth~esi Intertie Project: Assessment of Po 

ren 
tiat Benejìts-,identifies a scenario in _which

the transmission-line would accessl,233 MW of new wind arid 925 _MW-ofnew geot1lerma1.The study,_however,
does not identify the expecte~ cost ófthe new transmission line. The study was completed-in November 2008 by
Energy Strategies, LLC andis available "at http://ww.swipos~cöin. _
TNo studies-completed after December 2008 were -included in -our sample.
8 The- scenario with only 

63 MWofwindis- from one of the eight- scenarios in the SCE transmission rankng cost _

report-. The scenario- with th~ next smallest ä~ount of wi rid is 329 MW in :the same _SCE report.
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Figure 1. -General Geograpliic Location of Tra"nsmission-Studies in Sample

- -
Tabl~ 1. Description of StudieS Evaluated-in Analysis

Region
Study

Abbreviation-Principal Author Date Title of Study - Scenario Description

CAISO-A1 New 500 kVsubstation into Southwest Powerlink Line

'CAISO-A2

_ California ISO (CAl SO)
Report on Preliminary Renewable

Transmission Plans
August 2008

CAISO.,A4

CAISO-A6

Expand Midpoint Substation and construct third- Midpoint-
_ Devers and new Devers:" Mira Lorna (or Valley) 500 kV-line

Central California Clean EnergyTransmission Project_
(C3ETP) connection of renewable resources in the Kern

County area

Construct a new 500kV loeation constrained rèsource
interconnection facility (LCRIF) to Kramer Jet. ànd Lugo

- Substation - -------------------------------------------------------.;.---------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------~------------~----------
lAP -_ 201 OT 2010 20% RPS tárget with 3_ GW of new wind at Tehachapi

I ntermittency Analysis. Project
- Team July 2007 intermittency Analysis Project: Final Report

lAP - 2020 202033% RPS target
._----------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------_:.__._--_.:_--------------~--~-.;---------_.

SCE- lAKern

._--~~~~~~~~~:~!_-.,--~~~~~::_~~~--~~~~~!~;;;;~T~;;;~~;~¿~~;~:~~-----~~~~~~~~--------~~~-~~-~~~"._:~:~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----_.- -
Los Angeles and Kern. Counties (including -Tehachapi)-

California

SCE-ISM - P

SCE - ISM- EDM

Inýo, San Bernardino, and Moria Counties, Pisgah

Inyo, San Bernardino: and Mono Counties, EI
- Dorado/Mohave:

Southern California Edison

- (SCE) - -

- - -
SCEConceptual Transmission Requirements -SCE -ISM- MP _Inyo, San Bernardinò, and Mono Counties, Mountain Pass

September 2007 and Costs for Integrating Renewable
Resources SCE-ISM - V Inyo, San Ber~ardino, andMon~ Counties, Victorvile

SCE:-ISM-K

SCE--ISM-I

SCE-IR

èalifornia Public Utilty
Commission (C~UC) Energy - December 2003 -

Division -
Electric Transmission Plan for Renewable

ResourcesÎn California

CPUC - 2017

CPUC - 2010

Inyo, San Bernardino, and Mono Counties,_ Kramer

Inyo, San Bernardino, arid MonoCoûnties, Inyokern

Imperial arid Riverside Counties, Ciust~rs 9 and 10

20% Renewables by 2017 as in original SB 1078 schedule

20% renewables by 2010 as proposed in Accelerated
- . Energy Àction Plan

Eastern _
Interconnection

_ Joint System Coordianted Plan _(JCSP):_ -
December 2008 Economic Assessment, Wrap-up Stakeholder

Meeting -
JCSP- 20% Wind Energy_ ScenarioMidwest-ISO

4830-0889-2169.1
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Table 1. Description of Studies Evaluated in Analysis (Continued)

Region Principal Author Date Title of Study

First Two Loops of SPP EHV Overlay
Transmission Expansion

Study
Abbreviation Scenario. Description

eRA International September 2008 SPP-CRA
First two loops of SPP EHV Overlay including Prarie Wind
and Tall Grass transmission projects (high cost estimate)

.___~~____________.______________________..__________________0._______________________________________________------------------------------------------------....------..--_.

SPP - OK - 2010N 2010 Nominal Wind

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) March2QOB

SPP - OK - 2020N
Oklahoma ElectriC Power Transmission Task

Force (OEPTIF) StUdY

2020 Nominal Wind

SPP-OK-2010H 2010 High Wind

SPP - OK - 2020H 2020 High Wind

----.----..----------------------------.------------------------------------------------.--------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
Quanta Technology, LLC March 2008 Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Updated EHV SPP _ EHV Midpoint Design 2: 765 kV EHV Overlay with Ozarks

-_._---------------------------..-------------------------_.._-----~':~~~y-~!~~y--.-------..--------------------------------------------------,;------------...;----...-----------
Midwest iSO Transmission Expansion Plan

Midwest 180 (MISO) February 2007 (MTEP) 2006: Vision Exploratory Study MISO '06 765 kV Network Overlay from Dakotas to Eastern Seaboard

_________________________________________________________________~e.~:~9~_?c~t_________________________________________________________"___________________________------

Midwest

Community.Based.Energy Development
Transmission Study: West Central (MN)

Transmission Planning Zone
.-----------------------------------------------------------_.._----------------_._---_.._-_...._._-----_._---------------------------------_._-----------_.._-------------_._----

CapX Utilities January 2007 CapX- CBED
Transmission needs in Central West Minnesota for

Community Energy Projects

Xcel Energy June 2005 Buffalo Ridge Incremental 
Generation Outlet Xcel ~ BRIGO Option 31A is the preferred plan for additional generation

____________________________________..-----------------____~~::~ri_~!~~~_s_~~:~~o_i:~~~____________________________________________~i:~~:~ty_~!~~~~:~~~_g_:________________.

CapX-1 Minnesota-bias Generation Scenario

CapX Utilities May 2005 CapX 2020 Technical Update

capx- 2 NorthrNest bias Generation Scenario
._._--------------------------..-----------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------------------------------
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) May 2005 KansaS/Panhandle Sub-Regional SPP - X X-Plan or PlanA.____________________________.______________.______________..___~r:_i::~~~~~c:~_~~~~~____________________________________.__________________.._____________________..____.._____.

MISO'03-1 Iowa and S. Minnesota 345 kVand Dakotas 500 kV

Midwest ISO (MISO) June 2003 MISO MTEP 2003

MISO '03-2 Northwest 345 kV Expansion and Dakotas 500 kV

._--------------_.._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._--------------------------------------

Xcel Energy December 2001

Application fOr Certificates of Need for Xcel _ BR _ Proj
TransmiSsion Lines to Support the

Development of Wind Powered Generation in
Southwestern Minnesota Xcel - BR - Actual

Option 1 to obtain 825MW of transmission capacity from
Buffalo Ridge - Projected

Actual Transmission Cost in 2008 (SEC 2008)

Request for Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity to Con-struct the Maine Power

Connection ("M PC") to Enable
Interconnection of Aroostook Wind Energy

Project.
._---------------------------------------~--------------------~------------------------------_.._------~--------~---------~--_._----------------------------------------_.

Maine Public Service and
Central Maine Power Company

July 2008 MPC Proposed Route from Northern to Southern Maine

ISO New England (ISO-NE) August 2007

New England Electricity Scenario Analysis:
Exploring the economic, reliability, and

environmental.impacts of various resource
outcomes for meeting the region's future

electricity needs

ISO-NE - High Renewables scenario, high transmission cost estimate
Northeast

ISO-NE- Low Renewables scenario, low transmission cost estimate

----------------------------------------------.--------~------------------.----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------_.

GE POwer Systems Energy
Consulting

The Effects of Integrating Wìnd Power on
February 2004 Transmission System Planning, Reliability,

and Operations: Report on Phase 1
NYISO

Incremental wind additiOns that are possible without.new
transmission

6
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Table 1. Description of Studies Evaluated in Analysis (Continued)

Region Principal Author

5.2 GW of new wind in 5 CREZs,. least cost but less
expandable

Electric Reliabilty Council of
TexaS (ERGOT)

Texas
Southwest Power Pool (SPP)

Date

April200a

April 2007

Title of Study

Competitive Renewable Energy Zones
Transmission Optimization Study

spp Transmission Expansion Supplement to
Support Development of Texas Panhandle

Competitive Renewable Energy Zones

Southwest Power Poollne's Analysis of
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) December 2006 Transmission Alternatives for Competitive

Renewable Energy Zones in Texas

Electric Reliability Council of
Texas (ERGOT)

December 2006
Analysis of Transmission Alternatives for

CREZs in Texas

Study
Abbreviation

ERGOT - TOS-
1A

ERGOT- TOS-
18
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Scenario Description

5.2 GW of new wind tn 5 CREZs ~. easily expandable to
Scenario 2

ERCOT _ TOS _ 2 11.6 GW of new wind in 5 CREZs . Scenario 2 selected for
development by PUCT

ERGOT - TOS - 3 18.0 GW of new wind in 5 CREZs

ERCOT. TOS - 4 17.5 GW of new wind in 4 CREZs (None in Panhandle 8)

SPP -2

SPP-1

4.5 GW of new wind from Texas CREZ

ERCOT - C3 3 GW of new wind in the Coast region

1.5 GW of new wind from Texas CREZ

ERCOT ~ GW3 3.8 GW of new wind in the Central Western Texas region

ERGOT - P4

ERGOT - M2 3.8 GW of new wind in the McCamey region

4.6 GW of new wind in the Panhandle region

ERGOT -Gb1

ERGOT -Gb2

ERGOT -Gb3

3.3 GW of new wind in the Central and McCamey regions

4 GW of new wind in the Central and McCamey regions

5.3 GW of new wind in the Central, McCamey, and Coast
regions

4830-0889-2169.1
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Region Principal Author Date Title of Study
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Abbreviation
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Scenario Description

HPX Participants
Renewables only (Wind with 10% overbuild and 500 MWof

solar)

K. R. Saline & Assoc. (for
WestConnect)

K. R. Saline & Assoc. (for
WestConnect)

June 2008
High Plains Express TransmisSion Project:

FeasibilitySludy Report
HPX

EPTP' 2

SunZia

Holcomb.Station to Green Valley Station

500 kV line from New Mexico to Arizona

-------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------".-------------------------------_..__..
Transmission to access renewable resource zones in

Arizona
SWAT Renewable Energy

Task Force

Western-RMR Transmission Plan 2008-2017:
January 2008 Eastern Plains Transmission Project in 2007

WestConnect Transmission.Plan

January 2008
SunZia Transmission Plan 2008-2017 in 2007

WestConnect Transmission Plan

SWAT

._-------------------------_._----------------_.._---_..---------------------_.._--_._----------------------------------------------_._------_.._----------------------------_.

500 kV Midpoint to Townsend lineNorthWestern Energy Electric
Transmission Planning

January 2008
Southwest Area Transrnission (SWAT)

Oversight Commitee-Arizona Renewable
Transmission Task Force

MSTI

Arizona Public.Service,
PacifiCorp, N¡:tional Grid, January 2008 TransWest Express and Gateway South TWE and GS Reference Case
Wyoming Infrastructure Stakeholder Presentation January 23,2008

___________::~l!_':!!___________________________________________________________________________________________----------------------------------------------------------

Mountain States Transmission Jntertie(MSTI)
January 2008 Phase 1 Comprehensive Progress Report

(Draft) and Open Season Update Meeting

WECC Regional Planning Review
Canada/Pacific Northwest ~ Northern
California Transmission Line project._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.

Technical Analysis Commitee N b 2007
(PG&E Chair) ovem . er .

Western Regional
Transmission Expansion

Partnership (WRTEP)
April 2007

Western Regional Transmission Expansion
Partnership:Benefi-Cost Analysis of Frontier

Line Possibilities

C/PNW-NorCal

Frontier-A

Frontier - B

Hybrid AG inthe Northwest and OCto N. California with
high renewables (Case A)

3.6 GW of new wind with transmission alternative 7b (500
kV ACline fromWY tö So, CAl

2.6 GW of new wind and 1 GW of coal with transmiSsion
alternative 7b

Montana Alberta Tie Ltd. Montana-Alberta Tie 230 kV Transmission

(MATL) August 2006 Une: Transmission Development Facilties MATL New 230 kV lirie between Montana and Alberta
.__________________________________________________________~e~~~:~~_~~~~_~:_~~:.___________________________________________________________________________________--0

West
Colorado Long Range

TransmiSSionPlanning GroUp

(CLRTPG)-------------------------_._-------------------------------------------------------------..---------------------------------------..-------------------------------------_.

Northern Resource Scenario - Alternative 1

Northwest Transmission
AssesSment Committee

(NTAC)

Xcel EnergyTransmission
Planning

Tri-state Generation and
Transmission and Western
Area PowerAdministration

Clean and Diversified Energy
Advisory Committee (CDEAC)

Transmission Task Force

NorthWestern Energy Electric
Transmission Planning

RMATS

July 2006
Colorado Long Range Transmission Planning

Study 2005-2015

May 2006
Canada-Northwest-California Transmission

Options Study

April 2006
Wind Integration Study Report Of Existing

and Potential 2003 Least Cost Resource Plan
Wind Generation

March 2006
Preliminary Report: EasternPlains

Transmission Project 500 kV and 345 kV
Comparison

March 2006
Report of the Transmission Task Force to the

Western Governors Association ryGA)

May 2005
Montana ~ Idaho Path Open Season Study

Report

September 2004
Rocky Mountain Area Transmission Study

(RMATS)

Seams Steering Group of the
Western Interconnect (SSG- October 2003

WI)

Framework for Expansion of the Western
Interconnecion Transmission System

CLRTPG- N1

NTAC-1

NTAC-2A'

NTAC-2A

NTAC - 28

PSCo

EPTP-1

CDEAC

NorthWestern

RMATS-1

RMATS - 2

SSG-WI

Submarine DC Cable: Prince Rupert to San Francisco

AClines from Vancouver Island to WNOR border

AC lines from Vancouver Island to Northern California

AC lines from Vancouver Island.to Northern California with
submarine DC from WAJOR border to San Francisco

Transmission impact of775 MW of new wind in Colorado

South Cases 500 kV Scenario 1800 MW

High Renewables Case

System improvements to move 700 MW from Eastern
area, 800 MW from Great Falls area, and a total of 1500

MW moved to Idaho

Regional 345kVexpansion with 3 GWof new wind

Regional 345 kVexpansion and long 500 kV lines from 'N
to CA with 5 GW of new wind

High reneWables case for 2013

2.2 Degree of Focus on Wind Energy

A key distinguishing feature among the studies in our sample is the degree to which those studies
focus on wind power in their analysis. On one extreme, a number of the studies were carried out
with the express objective of determining the transmission investments and associated costs of
accommodating increasing wind development. The Electric Reliabilty Council of Texas
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(ERCOT) and Southwest Power Pool (SPP) evaluations of competitive renewable energy zones
(CREZs), for instance, estimated the cost of 

accommodating particular levels of incremental
wind development in specific resource zones in Texas. These studies use wind production data
to capture the particular characteristics of wind plants and to thereby determine the transmission
investments required to accommodate more wind energy.

Studies like the CAISO assessment of transmission out of the Tehachapi area in California also
focus on transmission in areas with large amounts of potential wind energy development, but in
these cases the studies also include a limited amount of generation other than wind in the same
region. Stil other studies only evaluate renewable energy additions, but not with an exclusive
focus on wind; examples in this latter category include the Intermìttency Analysis Project and the
CPUC Energy Division studies in California, and the SWAT Renewable Energy Task Force
study in Arizona.

In contrast, a number of the studies in our sample include relatively small amounts of wind
capacity compared to other forms of incremental generation capacity. As one example, the
Midwest iso (MISO) 2003 Transmission Expansion Plan based its assumed mix of incremental
generation capacity on trends in the transmission interconnection queue at that time, and
therefore included significant amounts of incremental gas and coal generation. Another
particular aspect of this MISO study (as well as others) is that the various proposed transmission
solutions were evaluated in the context of different projections for generation development, but
the transmission evaluated in each scenario is by no means optimized for a particular amount of
incremental wind development. At the extreme, stil other studies do not specifically analyze
wind capacity additions at all; we include such studies in our sample only when wind resource
maps and wind developer interest shows the potential for new wind generation in the areas
analyzed by the study.

Finally, in a number ofthe studies covering the Western U.S., the focus is not so much on
determining the specific transmission investments required to accommodating projected
generation development, but instead on studying specific transmission lines that would add
transfer capacity across otherwise-constrained paths. The Frontier, High Plains Express,
Transwest Express and Gateway South, SunZia, Montana-Alberta Tie Line, Mountain States
Transmission Intertie, and the Canada/Pacific Northwest-Northern California line studies are all
examples of studies that focus primarily on particular transmission lines rather than on wind.9generatlOn per se.

2.3 Study Authorship and Geographic Scope

Many of the larger regional studies in our sample were performed as part of the transmission
planning process of Independent System Operators (ISOs) and Regional Transmission
Organizations (RTOs); examples include the MISO '03, SPP-X, SPP-EHV, and Tehachapi
studies. The Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP), a large regional transmission planing study
covering the majority of the Eastern Interconnection, was performed by multiple ISOs and

9 Another way to phrase this issue is that some studies ask the question: What transmission improvements are

required if we add new generation to the transmission system? Other studies, however, ask the question: How much
transfer capacity wil be added between regions if we biiild a particular transmission line?

9
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RTOs. A number of large regional transmission planning studies have also been conducted in
the Western U.S. The SSG-WI and CDEAC studies, for example, cover the entire Western
Interconnection, whereas the NTAC, RMATS, and CLRTPG studies focus on multi-state sub-
regions within the West. Outside of California, there are no ISOs or RTOs in the West, and in
these instances large regional transmission planning studies have often been performed by state-
led organizations or voluntary utility/transmission organizations. Studies of smaller-scale
transmission investments were often performed by investor-owned utilities (IOUs) such as
Xcel's study of Buffalo Ridge or the renewable transmission cost rankng reports performed by
IOUs in California.10 Finally, a number of studies in our sample were performed for state energy
planning or regulatory bodies such as the California CPUC report, the California Energy
Commission's Intermittency Analysis Project, and the New York State Energy Research
Development Authority's study of wind for the New York Independent System Operator
(NYISO) footprint.

2.4 General Framework: Congestion vs. Deliverabilty

Another important difference among the studies is the general framework used to evaluate
.. . Th fi k b i 'fi d' i . 11 12transmission investments. ese ramewor scan e c assi ie into two oose categones: '

. Congestion focused:13 Transmission investments are made to economically reduce

congestion (or system redispatch) costs that would be incurred with the addition of new
generation.

. Deliverability focused:14 Transmission investments are made to increase the transmission

capacity between generators and load under particular system conditions.

Though individual studies sometimes fall between these two categories, the primary difference
between the two approaches is that one focuses on decreasing congestion while the other focuses
on increasing transmission transfer capacity. As an extreme example, consider an existing

10 We only include SCE's transmission ranng report in our sample. We do not include similar transmission

ranking reports performed by PG&E and SDG&E because those reports do not include sufficient information to
identity the cost of transmission for wind. PG&E's study does not identity wind energy as a potential resource at
any of the delivery points used in the study. SDG&E's study includes the cost of building transmission from
delivery points like the SONGS nuclear plant to load centers, but it does not include the transmission upgrades
required to connect high-wind regions to delivery points such as SONGS.
11 Hirst (2004) roughly splits general transmission planning studies from across the U.S. by the studies' focus on

transmission to maintain reliability versus transmission to reduce congestion. In contrast, the studies in our sample
generally focus on transmission to accommodate increased generation and roughly differ on the approach used to
determine the amount of new transmission necessar to accommodate that generation.
12 The authors of the JCSP study use similar distinctions in describing transmission planning approaches. Our use of
"congestion focused" is similar to their use of "energy resource planning (production cost model)" and our use of
"deliverability focused" is similar to their use of "traditional planning (powerflow)".
13 Congestion in this report is generally meant to refer to the increase in production costs that occurs when

generators are dispatched out-of-merit order due to security constraints. Lesieutre and Eto (2004) indicate that this
definition of congestion cost is also commonly referred to as the system redispatch cost.
14 Deliverability is a specific term in some transmission regions that refers to a type of study to ensure that the output

of a generator can be delivered to the grd at all times and become a network resource to any load served by the
transmission operator. We do not intend to be as specific with our use of this terminology, but the general concept is
similar.
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transmission line that is fully utilized by a remote fossil-fuel power plant that is $l/MWh
cheaper than a local fossil-fuel plant. In the deliverability focused approach, a new wind
generator located near the remote fossil-fuel plant wil require new transmission infrastructure
with a transfer capability equivalent to the nameplate capacity of the wind project. In contrast,
the congestion focused approach wil allow the output of the wind generator to displace the
power of the remote fossil-fuel generator, and new transmission might not be built unless the
cost of expanding the transmission system is lower than the savings gained by accessing cheaper,
remote fossil resources ($l/MWh). As per this simple example, a deliverability focused
approach can yield greater transmission expenditures than a congestion focused effort.

ERCOT performed an evaluation of several CREZs using a congestion focus, as follows:

. The base case included all expected transmission and generation additions in a future

reference year.
. Transmission solutions were proposed that would relieve binding constraints that would

otherwise force wind to be curtailed to an unacceptable leveL. The analysis involved a
security constrained economic dispatch model of the entire system, using location-specific
hourly wind data for existing and planned wind plants.

. Proposed transmission solutions were then evaluated in more detail using power flow and

contingency models based on the system conditions when transmission constraints were
binding. The transmission solutions were evaluated in an iterative manner such that the least
cost solutions were selected to reach the target level of wind development in a region.

In contrast, deliverability focused studies tend to center on developing lines that can increase the
transfer capability between spe.cific new generators (or areas) and specific load .centers, without
necessarily taking congestion costs (and therefore redispatch opportnities) into account. Studies

using this methodology are somewhat similar to those that are often used for evaluating single-
project interconnection and transmission service requests. Planners using this framework wil
typically evaluate in great detail one or more transmission power flow cases that include both the
new generation and proposed transmission during particular loading conditions (generally during
a peak load case). The planner wil then ensure that all constraints are met during normal system
operation and during plausible contingences. Detailed studies wil ensure that voltage and
stability criteria are met in addition to thermal limits of equipment. The Technical Analysis
Committee of the Canada! Pacific Northwest - Northern California Transmission Line Project
performed an analysis of transmission options using this approach:

The purpose of this preliminary technical study is to demonstrate the feasibility of the project in

accordance with NERC/WECC reliability standards.... The GE PSLF Version 16.0_11 Load Flow
Program was used to perfonn the power flow studies. PG&E's governor power flow routine was
used to perform post transient power flow contingency analysis... The starting power flow base case
used in this analysis is the WECC 2016 Heavy Summer Peak base case.... (PG&E 2007a, p 20)

The motivation for deliverability focused studies is often not to determine the least-cost
transmission investments required to economically access a certain amount of new generation,
but instead to document the transmission investments necessary to add new transfer capacity

4830-0889-2169.1
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over a path that lacks available capacity.15 In this respect, in a deliverability focused study the
transmission investments may be the same regardless of the type of generation that ultimately
uses the new transmission facilities. 

16

In deliverability focused studies that specifically include wind capacity additions, study authors
generally assume that those wind facilities require transmission transfer capacity equivalent to
the name-plate rating of the wind projects (e.g., 3,000 MW of new wind wil require 3,000 MW
of new transmission capacity) or evaluate a limited number of snapshot powerflow cases in
which all wind is assumed to be producing at its full nameplate capacity. A minorìty of studies,
however, assume that it is possible to 'overbuild' wind generation by adding, for instance, 3,600
MW of wind capacity and only 3,000 MW of transfer capacity on a new transmission path.
Though such a strategy may entail some curtailment of wind output, the cost of that curtailment
may be lower than the cost of fully building transmission to meet peak wind conditions during
peak transmission usage perìods, and the magnitude of curtailment may be small if projects are
geographically dispersed (due to the benefits of geographic diversity in wind production).
A congestion focused study can inherently accommodate a similar strategy by allowing wind
power to be dispatched down or curtailed if transmission limits are binding in a securty
constrained economic dispatch. In ERCOT's CREZ analysis, for example, transmission planners
only added transmission up to the point that wind plants were curtailed less than 2% of the year
due to transmission limits.

A final potential difference between a congestion focused study and a deliverability focused
study is that authors of a deliverability focused study pick the load center to which the new
generation wil be delivered. Transmission solutions wil then be evaluated to enable the
specified transaction. A congestion study, however, need not specify the destination of a
particular amount of new generation. Instead, a security constrained economic dispatch model
wil optimize the dispatch of all generation in a region subject to the constraint that all loads
must be met, without specifying required transactions between particular generators and loads.
A security constrained economic dispatch of the Western Interconnection, for instance, wil
minimize the production costs of meeting all loads given transmission limits and available
generation. Such a study might find that when additional wind capacity is added in Wyoming,
generators in the Denver or Salt Lake City areas are the most economic option to dispatch down
when the wind energy is available (essentially delivering Wyoming wind to the Denver or Salt
Lake City loads). On the other hand, a deliverabilty focused study that intends to evaluate the
transmission requirements for wind generation installed in Wyoming to meet California's

15 The amount of new transmission capacity will be equivalent to the incremental generation additions possible with

the transmission investtent only in the case that no redispatch is used, that only one transmission path is available,
and that all incremental generation requires long-term firm transmission capacity.
16 Strbac et aL. (2007) present a detailed analysis of the difference in transmission costs for wind and conventional
resources in the U.K. They find that it is not efficient to invest in transmission in order to be able to accommodate
the simultaneous peak outputs from both conventional and wind generation. They also conclude that wind
generation tends to drive less transmission investment than conventional generation, paricularly when there are
opportnities for the sharing of transmission assets between different generation technologies. Sharing transmission
between different generating technologies enables economic redispatch opportnities when the transmission
capacity is a binding limit or wind to utilize a portion of a transmission line that is unused by the other generation
technologies while the wind is blowing.

12
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renewables portfolio standard wil only evaluate transmission to enable that particular
transaction.

2.5 Degree of Traosmissioo Network Iotercoooectivity

A number of the studies in our sample evaluate transmission upgrades as part of a highly
connected electrical network. The transmission element that is upgraded or replaced may allow
some amount of additional flow over that element, but by relieving a binding constraint, may
also allow significantly more power to flow over other, parallel paths. In these situations, the
additional generation that can be accommodated behind a now relieved transmission constraint
may be greater than the transmission capacity of the element added in the upgrade.

In contrast, many new proposed transmission lines in the West are between regions that have
little existing transmission transfer capacity. The proposed lines may be connected at various
points to the existing network, but resemble long radial lines rather than upgrades to specific
network elements. Examples of transmission proposals that resemble radial lines include many
of the NTAC scenarios, the CIPNW-NorCal, and the Frontier line. The HPX and TWE & GS
lines also somewhat resemble long inter-regional radial lines, but they include various points
where power is picked up or dropped off along the path. These situations are typically modeled
with a deliverabilty fOCUS.17

2.6 Level of Detail

All of the studies are conceptual to some degree in that they require forecasts of futue system
conditions to estimate. the loading of the transmission system and future generation
development,18 The level of detail used in the evaluation of transmission and resources,
however, varies considerably. Transmission projects that are very close to construction, such as
the CAISO study ofthe Tehachapi expansion and the Xcel BRlGO study, are nearly as detailed
as studies used in interconnecting individual generators to the network. These very detailed
studies wil incorporate power-flow, contingency, and stability analyses to evaluate transmission
lines. This more-detailed approach is also used in a number of studies to evaluate large, but
conceptual, transmission lines such as the C/PNW-NorCal study by PG&E. On the other hand,
other studies of similar large, very conceptual transmission lines that resemble radial paths (e.g.,
the Frontier line study) often rely on less-detailed engineerìng judgment rather than on detailed
electrìcal system modeling.

2.7 Summary

All of the studies in our sample address transmission investments that are likely to enable new
wind generation. That similarity notwithstanding, the differences among the studies in scope,
authorship, objectives, methodology, and planning tools are great. Though we recognize this
diversity and are cognizant that comparisons among these studies are therefore somewhat

17 Congestion management techniques such as redispacth are not available for a radial line with only one type of
generation at the pick-up point.
18 Even in the case that the actual cost of transmission lines is knowfrom constrction records, the determination of
how much generation was built due to the additional transmission capacity added by a network line requires an
analysis based on assumptions of how the system would have been operated if the transmission line were not built.
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inappropriate, we nonetheless emphasize such simple comparisons in this report. We do so in
order to improve our understanding of the range of transmission costs needed to access greater
quantities of wind, and to highlight some of the drivers of those costs. In so doing, we gloss over
many important details and differences among the studies in our sample.

14
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3. Methodology

Our comparison of the studies focuses primarìly on the unit cost of transmission required to
access wind resources. Here we describe our simple methodology for estimating this cost, and
some of the limitations of that methodology. These limitations are due to the fact that the data
available from many of the transmission planning studies in our sample do not allow for a direct
estimation of the actual transmission cost attributable to increasing wind generation. To
elucidate this point, we begin by briefly descrìbing what data would be needed for a direct and
accurate determination of the transmission costs imposed by increased wind power development.

3.1 An "Ideal" Study

Ideally, studies would provide the total cost of transmission that is due solely to the addition of a
specified amount of wind generation, above and beyond any transmission expenditures required
in the event that that wind generation did not exist and that other generation resources were used
to meet load. In such an ideal study, the amount of congestion and the level of electricity
reliability would also be equivalent between the two scenarios, allowing for a precise and fair
comparison of transmission expenditures. In this instance, one could readily and accurately
estimate the additional unit cost of transmission for wind by dividing the total cost of
incremental transmission in the high wind scenario by the incremental amount of wind added in
that scenario.

The transmission studies in our sample rarely meet these idealized requirements, in part because
the purpose of these studies is not to uniquely estimate the incremental transmission costs
associated with wind. In particular, with few exceptions, these studies do not estimate the cost of
transmission that is exactly due to a particular amount of incremental generation added to the
system, while keeping projected electricity reliability and congestion equal to what they would
have been if the new generation and associated transmission were not added to the system. The
Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP) in the Eastern Interconnection and the ERCOT CREZ
analyses are rare examples of studies that come close to replicating an ideal study for
determining the cost of transmission specifically for new wind. In many other studies, however,
transmission is built to offset pending reliability concerns, relieve pre-existing congestion, or is
sized so that other generation can be added to the network aside from just wind. In these
instances, it is not possible to precisely estimate the incremental costs uniquely associated with
new wind power additions.

3.2 Simplified Approach

At the risk of over-simplification, but with the benefit of analytic simplicity, we largely ignore
these complexities in our comparìson of the studies (though we do come back to some of these
issues in the subsequent discussion of our results). Our approach is to collect statistics on the
aggregate cost of the proposed transmission upgrades evaluated in the study, as well as the
nameplate capacity of incremental generator additions accessed by those transmission
investments (as identified in the study itself). Where multiple scenarios are evaluated, we focus
on those with higher levels of wind penetration. Ifreadily and publicly available, we also collect
information on the mileage and voltage of transmission lines added in the study, as well as the
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assumed cost per mile of different transmission configurations. The transinission plans in our
sample often do not clearly state all of the various statistics sought for the present report,
however, requirìng in many instances a degree of judgment to gather relevant statistics. The
exact values presented in this report should therefore be taken with all due caution.

To loosely compare the studies based on the estimated unit cost of transmission for wind while
also ignoring the many complexities associated with such simple comparisons, we use two units,
one based on the nameplate rating of wind generation ($/kW-wind) and the other based on
projected wind-generated electricity ($/MWh-wind).19 In those transmission studies in which
wind is the only incremental generation added, we calculate the unit cost of transmission for
wind in $/kW-wind terms by simply dividing the aggregate cost of the proposed transmission
upgrades evaluated by the study by the nameplate capacity of the incremental wind. We then
calculate the unit cost in $/MWh-wind terms by levelizing the transmission cost and dividing that
figure by the amount of annual energy production expected from the new wind additions. For
this report, the levelizing factor was assumed to be a constant 15% per year for all transmission
lines and the capacity factor of wind was assumed to be 35% for all wind plants.z° The dollar
value varies widely across studies. Many studies do not clearly state whether the results are in
nominal or constant dollars and if in constant dollars, for which year. As such, for this study we
simply assume that all cost figures are reported in nominal, non-discounted dollars and report the
data as provided by the study authors.21

These metrics are more difficult to calculate when a transmission study evaluates not just wind
additions, but the addition of multiple generation types (e.g., wind, solar, gas, and coal). In these
cases, it is typically impossible to specifically isolate the transmission costs uniquely associated
with wind. Instead, we must simply assign a share of the additional transmission costs to all of
the incremental generation. We do so based on a capacity weighting.22 On a capacity-weighted

19 Numerous reviewers suggested that we compare the transmission cost on a $/MW-mi basis, as this is a commonly

used parameter to characterize transmission costs. The MW in the denominator of this term, however, refers to the
MW of transmission transfer capacity of the transmission line - a term that is not often presented in studies. The
MW that we collect and present in this study, On the other hand, refers to the nameplate capacity of new generation
additions. The purpose of this study is not to estimate the equipment cost of transmission per se, but rather to
estimate the transmission cost associated with the addition of new additions of generation capacity. Based on the
studies we evaluate, a $/MW-mi term calculated using the MW of nameplate generation capacity often leads to a
nonsensical value vis-á-vis typical $/M-mi values calculated using the MW of transfer capacity of transmission
lines.
20 The capacity factors of 

wind plants wil var by region according to the quality of the wind resource. We use a
single point estimate of a 35% capacity factor for all studies, however, because not all studies present an assumed
capacity factor of wind plants in the transmission study.
21 We could have tried to Correct this by assuming, for instance, that all costs were reported in constant dollars for

the year in which the study was completed. But, over the full range of years in which the studies were completed

(2001-2008) the GDP deflator was approximately 19%, though actual transmission 
costs may have escalated over

this period at arate greater than the GDP deflator. Commodity prices, a substantial portion of the cost of building
new transmission, increased a rate considerably greater then the GDP deflator from 2001 to mid-2008 then began to
decline at the end of2008. The potential inaccuracy introduced by reporting all values in nominal dollars is
therefore far overwhelmed by other factors affecting the estimate of the unit cost of transmission for wind. The ratio
ofthe maximum to minimum unit cost of transmission for wind between all studies completed just in 2008, for
example, is over 730%.
22 Another plausible approach is to allocate costs on an energy-weighted basis. On an energy. weighted basis, the
unit cost of transmission for wind in $/kW-wind terms assumes that incremental generation capacity imposes
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basis, the unit cost of transmission for wind in $/kW-wind terms is estimated by simply dividing
the total transmission cost in a study by the total amount of incremental generation capacity
(wind and non-wind) modeled in that study. In so doing, this metric assumes that within any
individual study all incremental generation capacity imposes transmission costs in proportion to
its nameplate capacity rating. Capacity weighting also reflects the fact that firm reservations on
transmission lines are typically based on capacity, and that a new power plant wil often reserve
its full nameplate capacity on a transmission path over which it plans to move power. We
calculate the capacity-weighted unit cost of transmission for wind in $/MWh-wind terms in the
same way as descrìbed previously.

3.3 Limitations

Because our methodology, and the studies themselves, differ from the ideal scenarìo described
earlier, our estimates of the unit cost of transmission for wind are imprecise, and comparability
among studies is imperfect. In addition those limitations mentioned earlier, four additional
important limitations deserve specific mention.23

First, in a study where, for example, new coal plants and new wind plants are co-located,
meaning that the same transmission facilities can be used by both generator types, our
methodology should provide an upper bound for the cost that is attributable to wind. If, however,
the study adds remote wind and new gas plants near load centers, but does not separate the
responsibility of transmission investments between wind and gas, then our methodology wil
incorrectly assume that both generator tyes are responsible for the incremental transmission
costs in proportion to their nameplate capacity. In these instances, our methodology wil likely
understate the cost of transmission attributable to wind.

Second, our methodology assigns all additional transmission costs to new electricity generators,
and thereby implicitly assumes that the only beneficiaries of the new transmission investments
are those generators. In contrast, the transmission studies in our sample sometimes indicate that
the proposed transmission investments wil not only accommodate increased generation but will
also offset planned reliability-based investments or relieve pre-existing transmission congestion.
In these cases, our methodology overstates the transmission costs that are attributable to all new
electricity generators, including wind.

Third, for our methodology to correctly estimate the unit cost of transmission for wind, the new
transmission embedded in each study must exactly match that which is necessary to serve the
amount of incremental generation added by the study. In reality, however, some of the studies in

transmission costs in proportion to expected electricity generation, and is therefore calculated by allocating total
transmission costs between wind and non-wind resources in proportion to expected electricity production. In a study
that adds both wind and coal, for example, the energy-weighted methodology assigns more responsibility for the
cost of the upgrade to coal, due to its higher capacity factor, than would be assigned if costs were assigned based on
nameplate capacity. In theory, at least, a wind plant could use hourly non-firm transmission contracts to approach
an energy based transmission charge (8toft et aL. 1997). We explored this option but did not find the results to be
particularly iluminating, so we do not repeat the energy-weighted results in this paper.
23 Again, our study does not address the issue of cost allocation, and the unit cost of transmission for wind reported

in this study does not imply that new wind generation projects wil actually be responsible for paying these full
costs.
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our sample present transmission expansion plans that make a specified generation scenario
feasible, but those transmission investments are not necessarly optimal or sized exactly to the
specified amount of incremental generation. Lumpiness and economies of scale in transmission
investments suggest that it is better to oversize lines than to try to size them exactly for
forecasted needs (Hirst and Kirby 2001a), and a number of studies appear to present scenarìos in
which transmission capacity exceeds what is necessar to accommodate the new generation
contemplated by the study's authors. By assigning the full cost of this new transmission to the
new generators specified by such studies, our methodology wil tend to overstate the cost of
transmission attibutable to all new generators, including wind.

Finally, our methodology assumes that the transmission investments analyzed by each study do
not displace transmission that would need to be built in a reference future without the new wind.
In other words, the aggregate additional transmission expenditue is assumed to be incremental
to a reference case in which the wind additions did not occur. If, on the other hand, wind is not
built in futue years, then other resources may need to be added that also impose transmission
costs. By assuming that these costs are not "avoidable" by the specified wind additions, and by
instead attributing the full cost of new transmission to the new generation in that scenario, we
overstate the incremental cost of transmission attrìbutable to wind.

Because of these limitations our methodology best captures the additional cost of transmission
attributable to wind when faced with radial lines to remote regions to access generation resources
that are co-located. Our methodology is not as well suited to cases where new transmission is
part of a well connected network that provides congestion relief, reliability benefits, and access
to a wide variety of resources, not all of which require new transmission. The results of our
analysis should therefore be interpreted and used with care. Despite the important limitations
noted here, however, we do believe that the overall comparisons made in this report can improve
our understanding of the range of transmission costs needed to access greater quantities of wind,
and to highlight some of the drivers of those costs. We provide further information on the extent
and impact of these limitations in a later section.
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4. Results

4.1 Overview

Key data collected from each of the 40 transmission planning studies, and where appropriate
their multiple study scenarios, are summarized in Table 2. In particular, the amount of
incremental wind power capacity (and total capacity) analyzed in the study is listed, along with
the tötal cost of the associated transmission upgrades. A few studies do not specify what fraction
of aggregate generation additions come from wind; these are indicated by blank cells in the
"Incremental Wind Analyzed" column. The table also lists the primary voltages and total length
of new transmission investments built in the specific study scenario, where those data are
available.

Table 2. Summary of New Generation Capacity and Cost in Each Transmission Planning Study

Region

Incremental Total Incremental Primary Voltage of New
Wind Analyzed Generation Total Transmission Length of New Trans-mission Lines (AC

Principal Author Study Abbreviation (GW) Analyzed (GW) Cost ($ Billion) Transmission (mil Unless Noted)

CAISO-A1 1_1 1.1 $0.30 Not Applicable 500 kV

CAISO-A2 0_5 2_9 $1.50 180 500 kV

California ISO (CAl SO) 

CAISO-A4 1_3 1.3 $1.60 500kV

CAISO-A6 1.2 1.2 $0_65 500 kV

lAP - 2010T 5_4 10.9 $1.36 300 500 and 230 kV

Intermittency Analysis Project Team

lAP - 2020 10_6 26_1 $6.36 1,470 500 and 230 kV

California iSO (CAl SO) Tehachapi 3_6 4_3 $1.80 249
500 kV initially operated at

230 kV

SCE- LAKern 5.4 7.7 $2_61

California SCE-ISM- P 0_6 6_5 $1.55

SCE - ISM - EDM 1_9 4_9 $1.90

SeE-ISM - MP 0_1 1.2 $0.11

Southern California Edison (SeE)

SCE-ISM -v 0_3 0_3 $0.Q

SCE -ISM- K 0.9 4_7 $0.75

SCE -ISM-I 0_8 0_8 $0.25

SCE-IR 2_6 8_8 $2.67

352 500 and 230 kV

195 500 kV

235 500 kV

52 230 kV
11 230 kV

500 and 230 kV

230 kV

300 500 and 230 kV

CPUC - 2017 6.4 8_0 $1.80 1,500 500 and 230 kV
California Public Utility Commission

(CPUC) Energy Division
CPUC- 2010 6.4 8.0 $1.91 1,926 500 and 230 kV

Eastern Midwest ISO JCSP 236_0 403.1 $78.58 14,937 765 kV and 800 kV HVDC
Interconnection

Note: Total transmission cost is reported in nominal dollars from various years
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Table 2. Summary of New Generation Capacity and Cost in Each Transmission Planning Study
(Continued)

Incremerital Tötallncremental Primary Voltage of New
Wind Analyzed Generation Tabil Transmission Length of New Transmission Lines (AC

Region Principcl! Author Study Abbreviation (GW) Analyzed (GW) Cost ($ Billon) Transmission (mi) Unless. Noted) 

eRA International SPP-CRA 14_0 18.5 $3.40 1,200 765 kV

SPP - OK - 2010N 3.5 3_5 $2.08 345 kV

SPP - OK - 2020N 7_0 7.0 $3.17 345kV

Southwest Power Pool (SPP)

SPP - OK - 2010H 4_5 4.5 $2.50 345 kV

SPP - OK - 2020H 11_0 11.0 34_54 345 kV
----------------------_...----------------------_.._-----_._-------------------------------------------------------_._-------.--------_..._-----------------------------""....

Quanta Technology, LLC SPP- EHV 20_7 23.0 $7_89 4,073 765, 500, and 345 kV

Midwest ISO (MISO) MISO'06 16_0 16.0 $31.00 5,725 765kV

CapX Utilities CapX-CBEP 3.5 3_5 $0.38 799
345 kV, 230 kV, and 115

kV
Midwest ----.---------------------------.-----------.---------.------.---------------------~-.---------------------.;---------.----------------------------------_.._-----------------_.

Xcel Energy Xcel- BRIGO 0_5 0_5 $0_03 101 115 kV

CapX~ 1 2_3 6_3 $1.1 1,885 345kV

CapX Utilities

CapX - 2 2_3 6.3 $1_51 2,007 345kV
----_._-~--------------------------------_._------------------------_.__._---------~------------------------------~._--------------_._-----------------_.__.._---------------_.

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) SPP-X 2.5 3_1 $0.46 834 345 kV
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._-------------------------------------------------~--~-----------.

MISO'03-1 10.0 48_3 $0.66 1,053 500 and 345 kV

Midwest ISO (MISO)

MISQ'03-2 10_0 48.3 $1_89 2,420 500 and 345 kV

Xcel - BR - Proj 0_8 0.8 $0_16 384 345 and 115 kV

Xcel Energy

XceJ ~ BR - Actual 0.8 0.8 $0.23 345 and 115 kV

Maine Public Service and Central Maine MPC 0.8 0.8 $0.63 199 345 kV
_____._______.:c:~.:!_~.?_~.?:_~~_______________________________________________________.________________________._____._______________________________________________-------.

ISO-NE - High 6.8 6_8 $3_90

Northeast ISO New England (ISO-NE)

ISo-NE - Low 6_8 6_8 $0_58

GE Power Systems Energy Consulting NYISO 4_9 4_9 $0_00 Not Applicable

Note: Total transmission cost is reported in nominal dollars from various years
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Table 2. Summary of New Generation Capacity and Cost in Eacb Transmission Planning Study
(Continued)

Incremental Total Incremental Primary Voltage of New
Wind Analyzed Generation Total Transmission Length of New Transmission Lines (Ae

Region Principal Author Study Abbreviation (GW) Analyzed (GW) Cost ($ Billon) Transmission (mi) Unless Noted)

ERGOT - TOS -1A 5_2 5.2 $2.95 1,638 138 and 345 kV

ERGOT - TOS - 1 B 5_2 5.2 $3_78 1,831 345 kV

Electric Reliability Council of Texas
ERGOT - TOS - 2 11.6 11.6 $4_93 2,376 345 kV

(ERGOT)

ERGOT - TOS - 3 1B_0 18_0 $6_38 3,036 345 kV and HVDG

ERGOT - TOS - 4 17.5 17.5 $5_75 2,4B9 345 kV and HVDG

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) SPP-2 4_5 4.5 $1.13 625 345 kV

Southwest Power Pool (SPP) SPP-1 1.5 1.5 $0_19 170 345 kV
Texas---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"

ERGOT -G3 3_0 3.0 $0.32 230 345 kV

ERGOT -GW3 3_8 3.B $0_96 B62 345 kV

ERGOT -M2 3_8 3.B $0_B6 650 345 kV

Electric Reliability Council of Texas
ERGOT - P4 4_6 4.6 $1_52 770 345 kV

(ERGOT)

ERGOT -Gb1 3_3 3.3 $0_B6 345 kV

ERGOT -Gb2 4_0 4.0 $1_16 345 kV

ERGOT -Gb3 5_3 5.3 $0,94 345 kV

Note: Total transmission cost is reported in nomina! dollars from various years
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Table 2. Summary of New Generation Capacity and Cost in Each Transmission Planning Study
(Continued)

HPX Participants

Incremental Total Incremental Primary Voltage of New
Wind Analyzed Generation Total Transmission Length of New Transmission Lines (Ae

Study Abbreviation (GW) Analyzed (GW) Co.t ($ Bilion) Transmission (mi) Unless Noted)

HPX 3_3 3.8 $5.13 i,560 500 kV

EPTP - i i.4 $1.50 987 500 and i30 kV

Region Principal Author

K. R. Saline & Assoc. (for WestConnect)

K. R. Saline & Assoc. (for WestConnect) SunZia 1_5 $0_80 350 500 kV

---------------------------------------------------------_..------------------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._----_.-
SWAT Renewable Energy Task Force SWAT 3.1 7.8 $1_67 500 and i30 kV

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.._-'---------------
NorthWestern Energy Electric MSTI 1.5 $0.72 460500 kV

_________.2~_~:~2~~~c:~~~_~~i~_a.____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________----
Arizona Public Service, PacifiCorp,

National Grid, Wyoming Infrastructure TWE and GS 2.3 6.0 $5.97 2,125 500 kVand HVDC
________________~~~~S'!~tt____________________________________________________________________________________----------------------------------------------------------.

Technical Analysis Committee (pG&E
Chair)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C/PNW-NorCal 3_6 3_6 $5_00 950 500 kV and HVDC

Frontier-A 3.6 3_6 $4_30 1,09i
Western Regional Transmission
Expansion Partnership (WRTEP)

Frontier- B i.6 3.6 $4.30 1,09i

500 kV

500kV

Montana Alberta Tie Ltd_ (MATL) MATL 0.6 $0.12 i16 i30 kV

Colorado Long Range Transmission CLRTPG _ N1 0.7 3.6 $1.47 345 and 230 kV
_______!:~..~~_!!~~':~~_~~~!._i:~si)_______________________________________________________-_______________________----_----------------------------_---__________________.

West NTAC-1 32 4_0 $6.43 1,849 500 kV (Submarine HVDC)

NTAC-iA' 1.1 1.8 $0_86 600 i30kV
Northwest Transmis,sion Assessment

Committee (NTAC)
NTAC-iA 1. i_i $i_i1 l,i69 500 and i30 kV

NTAC _ iB 1_1 i_3 $i_58 1,i55 500 (includes Submarine
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________~~_~~L~~~_~~9_~~____.

Xcel Energy Transmission Planning PSCo 0_8 0_8 $0_00 Not Appli,cabie

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.._------------------'-----------------------

Tri-state Generation and TransmisSion
and Western Area Power Administration

EPTP-1 1.8 $0.79 8io 500 and i30 kV

Clean and Diversified Energy Advisory
Committee (CDEAC) Transmission Task

Force
CDEAC i5.5 4i.8 $6_79 3,578 500 kV

NorthWestern Energy Electric NorthWestern 1.5 $1.03 513 500 and 230 kV

__________1!.:'::~2~~~c:~~~~r:~i~_g____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________----.

RMATS-l 3.0 6.3 $0_97 971 345kV

RMATS

RMATS- i 5.0 11_8 $427 3,834 500 kV

Note: Total transmission cost is reported in nominal dollars from various years

Seams Steering Group of the Western
Interconnect (SSG-WI)

SSG-WI 18.5 34.3 $6.71 3,360 500 kV

4.2 Implied Unit Cost of Transmission for Wind

U sing the data presented in Table 2, the implied unit cost of transmission for wind can be
calculated as described in Section 3 of this report. In particular, the unit cost of transmission for
wind in $/kW-wind terms on a capacity-weighted basis is simply calculated by dividing the total
transmission investment by the total amount of incremental generation capacity (wind and non-
wind).

The resulting unit cost of transmission for wind, in $/kW -wind terms, for our sample of studies is
shown in Figure 2, sorted by Ìncreasing unit costs.24 The total amount of incremental wind
capacity analyzed by each study scenario ("wind analyzed"), or the total incremental capacity in

24 The MISO '06 study ìs not ìncluded ìn thìs or later graphìcs nor ìn the calculatìon of the medìan unit cost, for
reasons discussed il Sectìon 5.
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cases when it is notcle-arwhatpörtion of the_new capacity is wind- ("total analyzed"), is
illustrated on-the top axis of the figure.
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Though the limitations of our approach to calculating these costs should not be ignored, it is
evident that the total range in unit transmission costs for wind implicit in these studies is vast -
ranging from $O/kW to over $1,500/kW, based on our methodology. The majority of studies,
however, have a unit cost oftrans~ission that is below $500/kW, or roughly 25% of the current
$2,000/kW cost of building a new wind project. The median unit cost of transmission for wind
(capacity-weighted) from all scenarios in our sample is $300/kW, roughly 15% of 

the current
cost of building a new wind project. 25

The unit cost of transmission for wind in $/MWh-wind terms was calculated by assuming a
uniform capacity factor for wind across all studies. Though capacity factors may, in fact, range
from below 30% to over 40%, these details are typically not presented in transmission planning
studies; as such, we use a single capacity factor of 35% across all studies. Because of this, the
resulting unit cost of transmission for wind in $/MWh terms, shown in Figure 3, is simply a
scaled version of Figure 2.26

As shown in Figure 3, the unit cost of transmission for wind in $/MWh terms is below $25/MWh
in the majority of study scenarios. The median cost of transmission (capacity-weighted) from all
scenarios is $15/MWh. These figures compare to recent busbar wind power prices that range
from $35/MWh to as high as $65/MWh with an average of$45/MWh (Wiser and Bolinger
2008).27 As such, the median unit cost of transmission, as estimated here, represents a cost adder
of roughly 33% to the busbar price of wind, in most instances. The overall range in the unit
transmission cost of wind is again vast, however, with a range of $O/MWh to as high as
$79/MWh.28

25 In the early 2000s, the average cost of wind projects was roughly $1300/kW. Using this average wind project cost
for the denominator, the $300/kW median unit cost of transmission cost equates to 23% of the average wind project
cost.
26 It should be noted that a number of the studies in our sample evaluate transmission specifically designed to access

wind resources with capacity factors that exceed 35%. In these instances, the resulting unit cost in $/MWh terms
presented in Figure 3 will over-state actual transmission expenditures. The unit cost in $/kW terms on a capacity-
weighted basis is independent of the capacity factor of wind, so that unit best represents the actual assumptions used
in the transmission studies in our sample.
27 The wind power price is the capacity-weighted average sale price for wind projects built in 2007. Prices include

the production tax credit (PTC). If the federal PTC was not available the range would increase to between
approximately $50/MWh and $85/MWh with an average of roughly $65/MWh. If the average wind price without
the PTC were used in the denominator, then the median transmission cost would be approximately 23% of the
average wind price.
28 The higher end of these transmission costs are startlingly higher than the $6/MWh cost of transmission for wind

found in numerous European studies for wind power penetrations up to 30% (EWEA 2005).
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4.3 Effect of Methodological Limitations

Our estimates of the cost of transmission for wind, based on our sample, are complicated by the
limitations of our methodology, as described in Section 3.3. These limitations ensure that, for
any individual study, our estimate of the implied unit cost of transmission for wind may be either
biased upwards or downwards. Here we provide specific examples of how these limitations
might impact our results, and suggest that these limitations as a whole likely lead us to overstate
the unit cost of transmission for wind.

4.3.1 Shared Responsibility for New Transmission Lines

As discussed previously, if a transmission study adds wind in remote areas and new gas plants
near load centers, but does not separate the responsibility for transmission investments between
wind and gas, then our methodology wil incorrectly assume that both generator types are
equally-responsible for the incremental transmission costs. In so doing, we wil understate the
cost of transmission attrìbutable to wind.

For the 36 study scenarios in our sample that only evaluate wind power additions, this issue is
moot. For the remaining 38 study scenarios, at least l8 locate all of the generation resources in
the same basic region and an additional l2 add generation resources that are not located near
wind but appear to be far from the load centers they are intended to serve. In these instances, our
assumption of equal transmission cost allocation (on a capacity-weighted basis) appears
reasonable.

In the remaining 8 scenarios, our assumption of equal responsibility is questionable due to
significant new generation that is likely to be considerably closer to loads (e.g. natural gas
plants) than wind and other resource types. Of these 8 scenarios, only one, the JCSP, provides
sufficient data to directly evaluate any potential understatement of costs. As discussed later in
Text Box 2, however, factors aside from the assumption of equal allocation of costs dominate the
unit costs oftransmission in the JCSP study which prevents us from understating the unit cost of
transmission for wind in that study. The remaining 7 scenarios that are inconsistent with our
assumption of shared responsibility for all new transmission are: CapX-2020-l and -2, MISO
'03-1 and -2, NTAC-2A and -2B, and SSG-Wi. Though the transmission added in these
scenarios likely benefits all new generation additions, wind (and other remote generation)
probably drìves a disproportionate share of the transmission upgrades, and our earlier estimate of
the unit cost of transmission for wind likely understates actual costs in these instances.

In the extreme, if one assumes that new natural gas plants in these 7 scenarios impose no added
transmission costs, but that all other resource types (e.g., wind, coal, and small hydro) are
equally responsible on a capacity-weighted basis, then the implied unit cost of transmission for
wind would increase for these 7 scenarios as indicated in Table 3. As shown, with this extreme
assumption, the implied unit cost of transmission for wind in a given scenario increases by 22%
to 265%. The median unit cost of transmission for wind across all studies, previously reported at
$300IkW, increases to $330/kW if one uses the revised figures for the seven scenarìos shown in
Table 3. Based on these calculations, at least, it seems that this particular limitation to our
methodology has little effect on the overall results presented here, though it does impact the
results of several individual scenarios.

4830-0889-2169.1
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Table 3. Impact of Assumption of Shared Responsibilty on the Unit Cost of Transmission

Scenario

Unit Cost of Transmission ($/kW, capacity-weighted)

Assuming Shared Assuming No Responsibility for Potential Percent Increase in
Responsibility Natural Gas Plants Unit Transmission Cost

MISO '03-1 $14 $50 265%

MISO '03 - 2 $39 $143 265%

SSG -wi $196 $271 38%

CapX -1 $222 $430 93%

CapX- 2 $238 $460 93%

NTAC - 2A $1,014 $1,242 22%

NTAC - 2B $1, 132 $1,449 28%

Median Across
$300 $330 10%

All Studies 

4.3.2 Incremental Generation as Only Beneficiary of New Transmission

As also noted earlier, our methodology assigns all additional transmission costs to new electricity
generators, and thereby effectively assumes that the only beneficiaries of the new transmission
investments are those generators. In reality, however, studies frequently point to the additional
reliability benefis and congestion relief that new transmission wil provide. In these cases, our
methodology overstates the transmission costs that are attributable specifically to wind.

As one example, in the Tehachapi study, the total cost of transmission to connect 4.4 GWof
incremental generation was estimated at $1.8 bilion. Our methodology implicitly assumes that
this cost is solely attributable to the new incremental generation. The study, however, indicates
that the transmission upgrades wil allow the deferment of otherwise planned reliability
upgrades, leading to a clear overstatement of the unit cost of transmission for wind using our
methods.

Another example is the Maine Power Connection line (MPC) to interconnect 800 MW of new
wind generation in northern Maine. The northern region of Maine is electrically isolated from
the southern part of Maine, and a transmission line connecting the two regions would offer
reliability and economic advantages to customers in Maine. A 138 kV transmission line was
found to be suffcient to electrically connect the two regions, but such a line would not be
suffcient to both electrically connect the two regions and allow the interconnection of 800 MW
of new wind generation in northern Maine. The MPC transmission plan, therefore, is a 345 kV
transmission line that wil both allow the installation of 800 MW of new wind and the
interconnection of the two regions. Our methodology assigns the full cost of the transmission
line to the wind plant without takng into account the other benefits of the transmission line. The
same is likely the case in a number of the other studies in our sample, resulting in an
overestimate of the unit cost of transmission for wind as presented in this report.
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4.3.3 Transmission Exactly Sized to Meet Generation Additions

Another implicit assumption in our methodology is that new transmission is sized to exactly the
size required by the incremental generation added in a particular scenario. In reality, this is not
always the case. In one of the ERCOT scenarios (ERCOT-TOS-1B), for example, the proposed
transmission is designed so that it can not only accommodate the specified amount of wind
additions, but also so that the system can be further expanded in the future to accommodate more
wind at less cost than might otherwise be the case.

A more extreme example of transmission not being sized to the amount of incremental
generation additions is a study called the "Vision Exploratory Study" that was part of the MISO
transmission expansion plan for 2006. In that assessment, a 765 kV network overlay between
the Dakotas and the Eastern Seaboard was proposed along with 16 GW of incremental wind
capacity. Further analysis of the details behind this study, however, revealed that the
transmission proposed in the scenario was substantially oversized for the amount of added
generation. As a result, this scenario is excluded from the graphics presented earlier and the
calculation of the median unit cost of transmission, though we discuss the approach and results
of the study in Text Box 1.

Among our study sample as a whole, it is not entirely clear how sizable an effect the mismatch of
transmission size and incremental generation might have. Nonetheless, by assigning the full cost
of new transmission to the new generators specified by such studies, our methodology wil tend
to overstate the unit cost of transmission uniquely attbutable to wind.

28
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. - - . .' - .
Text-Bo-x 1. - Midwest ISO-Transmission-Expansion Plan (M-TEP) 2006: Vision-
Explo-ratory Study' (Section 7.4). . . . -' .
The MISO ' 96 study- e~amirted- a trarismissionexpansionplan- in conjunction-with the
addition of 16 GW- of-wind in-the _Midwest. The transmission -propose_d in,the study consisted
of a netw_ork - overlay- of 5,725 miles --of 7 65_kV lines that stretched betwe_en :the We-stem
regions of the Midwest to the--PJNI fo-otprint on- the-Eastern Se_aboard. :-The total 'cost was
reported as' $31 billion, or $1,938/kW-wind based-on- our simplifiedmethodology.- -. . . '. . . .- -. . . . '. .
The MIS_O- '-Q6 study used a- seçurity constrained ~conomicdispatch iiiodel-tò identity_

cò:nstraints:in the transmissio,i1_ sy~tem. Instead- of iteratively expanding the transmission-
system to reliev_e binding constraints.i_n a-Ieastcostmanner, however, the MISO:'06-sfudy:
-propo~ed a single transmission soiu~ion that would eliminate aii-pre-existing_ binding

_ transmission-constraints, _ev~ri before the addition of 16 GW-ofwind capacity (Osb-om and
Wilson 2007).. . . .
The transmission added in the MiSO '06 plan was,therefore not built solely to meet the needs
of 16 GW of additiotiaJ wind capacity, but also -to relievepre~existing- congestion--betweeri the
Midwest Rnd Eastern-markets~ .Even when the-16 GW of wind was added to-the-systerr,the
maximum predicte_d flow on_many paths was much less than 4,000 MW,the typical thermal

- - capäcity of-a 7?5kV line (see Figure- 4)._ In fact,-the maximum flow onriany of the 765-kV
paths is -less-than 2,000-MW and even 900 MW,_ the typical therial capacity of 500 kV and
345 kV lines, respectively. Though the study authors recommend that those lines that do not
require th~ full transfer capacity of a765kV upgrade -be removed, iteration of the design is
left to future studies.
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4.3.4 Reference Future Requires No Transmission

Our methodology also effectively assumes that the transmission investments analyzed by each
study do not displace transmission that would need to be built in a reference future without the
new wind. In reality, some additional transmission expansion is likely to be needed to
accommodate load growth and the addition of other (non-wind) electricity generators.

We present the results from the SSG-WI high renewables scenario, for example, but SSG-WI
also evaluated transmission needs in a scenario in which projected load growth is met primarìly
with gas and in another scenario with increased coal additions. The study found that new
transmission would be needed in all three scenarios. In fact, the study found that the high coal
scenario required the most transmission investment.

By assuming that these costs are not "avoidable" by the specified wind additions, and by instead
attributing the full cost of new transmission in the SSG-WI high renewable scenario to the new
generation in that scenario, we overstate the incremental social cost of transmission attributable
to wind. In fact, because this limitation is prevalent among the studies in our sample, the
estimates for the unit cost of transmission for wind summarized here should not be considered
incremental costs, considered in isolation. Instead, they would ideally be compared to similar
estimates for the unit cost of transmission association with other generation technologies.
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Text Box 2. Joint System Coordinated Plan (JCSP): Reference Future and 20% Wind
Energy Future

The Joint System Coordinated Plan is the only study in our sample that produced an explicit
"Reference Future" to compare any alternate futures, including a high-wind future. The high
wind future in JCSP evaluates the transmission needs in a scenario in which 20% of the
annual energy demand in the study region is met with wind energy. The reference futue, on
the other hand, evaluates transmission needs in a future with much more modest growth in
wind energy. In place of substantial growth in wind energy, the reference future adds
significantly more new coal capacity.

Because the JCSP includes a reference future to compare to the high-wind future, we can
directly estimate the incremental cost of transmission for wind energy implied by this study;
this is not possible in the other studies in our sample which lack reference futures. The total
difference in transmission costs in the high-wind future relative to the reference future is
$30.7 billon, while the total difference in wind energy capacity added in the high-wind future
relative to the reference future is 172 GW. Thus, the true incremental cost of transmission for
wind implied by the JCSP study is $179IkW.

In contrast, our earlier provided estimate of the unit cost of transmission for wind in which we
divided the total transmission cost in the high-wind future ($78.6 bilion) by the total new
generation additions in that high-wind future (403 GW) led to an estimate of the unit
transmission cost of wind of$195IkW.

Therefore, in the case of the JCSP study, the inherent assumption in our methodology that no
transmission would need to be built in the reference future leads to an overstatement of the
costs of transmission attrìbutable to wind.

The details provided in the JCSP study also allow us to demonstrate that even though our
simplified methodology inherently assumes shared responsibility between all new generation
capacity for transmission costs, the limitation did not lead to an overall understatement of the
unit costs of transmission attibutable to wind. In fact, this analysis has shown that our
simplified methodology slightly overstates the unit cost of transmission for wind in the JCSP
study.

4.4 Summary

Though the limitations of our methodology caution against over-interpretation of the results
presented here, it is clear that the transmission costs associated with increased wind development
are not insignificant. That said, the estimated median cost adds $3001kW to the capital cost of
wind-generated electricity. Moreover, it deserves note that transmission expansion is not unique
to wind: other generation sources wil also require transmission expenditures, not surveyed here.

Additionally, transmission expansion typically serves multiple purposes, and our approach to
assignng the full costs of that expansion to generation capacity additions effectively ignores
those other benefits. Finally, in some of the studies in our sample, transmission is oversized,
leading to an overestimate of the transmission costs uniquely associated with the specific wind
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capacity additions. In general, the limitations in our methodology err towards an over-statement
of the unit cost of transmission for wind.
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5. Discussion of Transmission Cost Drivers

Because the transmission costs surveyed here are, in some cases, sizable, and the range in cost
estimates is broad, it is also important to understand how differences in study objectives,
methodologies, tools, and assumptions can impact the resulting cost estimates. In particular,
among the factors that might be expected to impact the unit cost of transmission for wind are the
amount of incremental generation studied and the voltage of new transmission, the length of new
transmission, equipment cost assumptions, and differences in study methodologies and
objectives.

Each ofthese factors is discussed below with specific reference to the 40 studies in our sample.
Given the diversity of methodologies and assumptions used by these studies, however, teasing
out the effects of individual factors is challenging. As such, we discuss the possible impacts of
each factor qualitatively, and present ilustrative quantitative data, where appropriate. For the
purpose of this section, we emphasize the unit cost of wind in $/kW-wind terms.

5.1 Amount oflncremental Generation and Voltage of New Transmission

The amount of incremental generation capacity that is added in a scenarìo can be expected to
affect the unit cost of transmission in two, opposing ways. First, larger amounts of new capacity
developed in a particular region may enable higher voltage transmission lines and therefore
benefit from economies of scale, leading to lower unit costs of transmission. We call this the
"economies of scale" effect. On the other hand, as more wind capacity is added to the system
and lower-cost development prospects are exhausted, unit transmission costs may need to
increase to access even more remote wind resource areas. We call this the "supply cure" effect.

We do not find a definitive and systematic trend on this issue, among our sample ofs.tudies. It is
true that the unit cost of transmission for many of the studies that add a large amount of

incremental generation is lower than a number of studies that add less capacity (see Figure 5).
All ofthe studies that evaluate more than 10 GW of incremental generation capacity, for
example, have a unit cost of transmission that is less than $500/kW, while the studies that have a
unit cost of transmission above $l,OOO/kW all add between 1.1 GW and 4.0 GW of incremental
generation capacity - suggesting an economies of scale effect. At the same time, however, there
are a significant number of studies that evaluate less than 10 GW of incremental generation
capacity that also have an implied unit costs oftransmission of well below $500/kW.
Furhermore, a pure economies of scale effect would suggest that studies. with higher voltage
transmission (as that is a primary mechanism for accessing economies of scale in transmission)
would generally show lower cost than those studies with lower voltage transmission. While
equipment cost assumptions (presented later) show that there is a reduction in the unit cost of
transmission capacity with higher voltage lines, we found no systematic dependence of the unit
cost of transmission for wind - as calculated with our methodology - on transmission line
voltage?9 The studies with a unit cost oftransmission above $l,OOO/kW, for example, all add

29 Specifically, we plotted the line-distance-weighted average transmission voltage with the unit cost of transmission
for wind. While many studies with high-voltage transmission did result in relatively low unit transmission costs,
there were stil numerous studies with high transmission voltages that had much higher unit costs than studies with
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transmission:1ines with a voltage of 500- kV, while the lower cost studies that add atleast 10 GW
of\vihd- add transmission liiles with a range of voltages fro-m345 kV to SOOkV-...' . .- - -'." ..' .'
As -such, _among our -sample at least; _a_d_efinitiv~-relationship between- gélleration capacity _

- additio~sandtheuriitcòst oftransmissiòn does not-appear to exist.- This is likely-în-part a result
ofthe_-factth~t studies _differ-by important factors including- geography,methödology,-"level of- --
_ detail,_ and -equipment cost assumptions _and- therefore do not allöwfòr a -perfect-test~- Ata '
niinirrlIm_~- ba~ed--on these stùdies, it _does not' appear that the unit cost of transmission for wirid
witness_es a_ dtamatiç step .increase ':s-penetration levels rise~at least-oat the pen.etration-levels

c_onsidered by_the-studies in our_sample. The JCSP-study is-particularlyimportartt-for _ -_
demönstrati~gthat-the-unit cost öftransmission for wind- döes:notdtamatically-rise-eyeh in_-a
scen~rio that provides enough -wind_ -energy-to m~et 20% of th~ energy in a la~ge p:ortion- of the _
Eastern- Intercortection. This fihding-is-c_onsistent withthát offered by_ Short and Blair (2005).

_As discussed there,- the.reasoii thatthe__unitcost oftrans1?ission_does not experience a-strong_
_ upward trend at higher lev_elsof'Yind-deploymentis simple: once dedic"ated trànsmission_is built
- to access_ wind; the-win-dresource is so large that more -tranSmission -can be built at _ - _

approximately the same-cost to _access ever-increasing levels of wind _capacity. This- relationship _
may not be true when only. adding wind- in a narrow re_gion, but-should hold-in studies that a9cess
-a massive wind resource area.
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lower voltages; contrary to the expected tesult for-a simple econàmies of scale effect: The specific results are not_ shown here. -
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- 5.2- - Length of Added_Transmission- --' '. .- - -
It mightalso:be-expecte_d that astransmissiori distanc.es increase, the unit-cost of transmission
-would- inGrease,_ assuming that all else is equal. Again, however, we-do not-find a definitive and _

- systematic. relationship_on this is sue_ acrossthe studiesin-our sample, perhaps in partdu~ to the

diversity -?f studies- (see Figur_e6)._ Itifact, a number of the studies in our_ sample add_more than
-three thpusan_d:miles-ofmostly 345 kV and-abo-ve transmission yefhave_--a unit cost of
transmiss-ion:that- is less than many_studies that add fewer--niiles - of similar -high voltage-
transmission lii1es. One _of the reas~Iis_-forthis initially counter-intuitive result is- that those _
stu-dies that add the_greatest -quantity- of transmission miles are_often adding- a substantialquantity

of getter~tion- c-apaGityas well, thereby-reducing the unit cost of transmission. On- the other hand;
the studies- in the upper .left :c9mer :of Figufè6- add relat~v-e~y less new_generation cap_acity for the _
amount of transmission added, leading to a liigher estimated-unit cost of transmissiòn~' -
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- - -
Another way to repr~sent this relationship is to :pJot the unit cost" of transmission against
transmission mileage per _gigawatt of additiorial generation -capacity, _as shown in Figure 7. Linès- - -
are included for_reference-to indicate the implied average" cost of transmission equip-mente - For

example;- the $4 Millionlmi line shows points on which a_stu-dy-thafhad-an average equipment
c-ost equivalent to $4 Millionlnii òfn_ew-transmission lin_e would falL. Studies that-fall-on or near_
the high-equipmentcost line often include scenarios with double- circuit 500 kV-lines- li~es~ _
Studies -below the lowest equipment_cost li~e o-n-the-other hand, such as the_Xcel ~_BR- Prj
-scenario, include significant additional low -voltage lin-es or reconductorinE of existing lines~ As-
shown, we find- that- thóse studies that add significant transmission line distance and relatively
-little generation capacity- tend to have higher u~it _costs oftransmission-(represented by_points in
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- the t9P right comer ) while stUdies that add more generation for a given _distance of new
transmission _have lower -estiinated Ul1itcosts of transmission (represented by points in-the bottom

- left comer). For'-example,-the JCSP-studyis-inthe bottom left comer ev_en though the implied
equipment cnst is greater than- $4 Millionlmiwhile "the NT A C~ 2A - arid_ -- 2B_ - studies are iIi the
upper left-comer with atiimpliedequipment-costnear $2 Million/mi._ 'A_ major _difference -'

- betw~en these two-studies istheamo~ilt of increIIierital gerieråtion _addec.lper-distance nftranslTission line.: -. '. .
-O_ne of tlle factors that may be affecting- th_è relationship in Figure 7 -is whether the transmissio_n

_additions are single, long-distance lines,_or_ instead a number of short-~r- transmission lines..In the

caseofinany shorter transmission lines, the, aggregate transfer capacity may be _as- high as the
sum of the transfer capacity on each- line. For. example, five lit1es each -i-Oa miles long with .2
GW ofincremèntal transfer èapacity may allow-I 0 GW ofnewgenèration-capacity-additions. A
single, SOO _mile transmission line with- a similar-2 GW of tr(tnsfer capacity, on- the other hand,

- _will only- allow 2 GWofgenerationcapacity additions~ The- fact that many-of the- stûdieswith
-higher estimated unit costs of transmission fOGus on.single transmissioitlines_that m_ove power
over longdistance"s in the Westmay therefòre-h~lp_explain the_ telativ_ely-hig_hunitcost of
transmission-in those studies. It should b-e n~ted,_ how~ver, that-similar long distance

- transmission lines sometimes appear as _part of a b-undle oftransinission: lines in scenarios with
- low estimated unit costs of transmission, including those in CDEAC, SSG~ WI, arid RMA TS~2.
The length oftransniission is th-etefore clearly_not the only factnl that leads to the_ wide_ range of

estimates for the unit cost of transmission presented in this_ study. -
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5.3 Equipment Cost Assumptions

Differences in equipment cost assumptions may further contribute to the variation in the implied
unit cost of transmission across studies. There are certainly regional factors that affect the cost
oftransmission equipment, such as regional propert values affecting right-of-way costs. With
materìals, energy, and labor costs changing substantially in recent years, equipment cost
assumptions may also be affected by when each individual study was completed?O And finally,
there are differences in equipment cost assumptions that can be attibuted simply to the level of
detail in the study. Highly detailed studies may take into account right-of-way costs,
construction costs, financing costs, and taxes, in addition to estimating the cost öfallassociated
equipment such as substations, transformers, and power conditioning equipment. More
conceptual studies, on the other hand, may only include transmission line cost and substation
costs. The resulting broad range in equipment cost assumptions for those studies that report
them are documented in Table 4 (note that many studies did not specify if transmission lines
were single or double circuit).

5.4 Study Methodology and.Objectives

Differences in study methodology and objectives also appear to be key factors in explaining the
range in unit transmission costs, especially whether the study takes a "deliverability" focus or a

"congestion" focus (as described in.Section 2). In particular, many of the studies in our sample
that emphasize congestion relief and that therefore allow for redispatch appear to have lower
implied estimates of unit transmission costs than somewhat comparable studies that have a

deliverability focus. We explore this issue further by qualitatively comparing a subset of the
studies in our sample.

Three studies from the Western region (SSG-WI, RMTS, and CDEAC), the ERCOT studies,
and the JCSP rely on security constrained economic dispatch models of the entire Western
Interconnection, ERCOT, and Eastern Interconnection respectively, when evaluating
transmission and wind additions. The implied unit cost of transmission in all of these scenarios
is below $750/kW, despite the fact that these studies evaluate significant amounts of new wind
generation and new transmission. Each ofthese studies employs a more congestion-based focus
in their analysis.

Most ofthe higher cost studies in our sample (with a unit cost above $l,OOO/kW), however,
focus on specific transmission lines between loads and resource areas in the Western region, and
do not use a security constrained economic dispatch model to determine which transmission
constraints are binding when new wind generation is added. Instead, these studies have a
deliverability focus, and rely either on engineering judgment or powerflow cases that assume
binding constraints occur during particular time of the year, generally during the summer peak.
New transmission is then evaluated to determine by how much it wil increase the transfer
capacity between the resource region and the target load center during this peak powerflow case,

30 In particular steel prices in the period of 200 1 -2008 rose on the order of 220% then began to decline again at the

end of 2008. Among our sample of studies, equipment cost assumptions do increase in the more recent st\dies, but
implied the unit cost of transmission for wind among just those studies completed in 2008 had unit costs of
transmission that varied by over 630%, indicating that equipment cost increases are not the primary driver of the
wide range of unit transmission costs.
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subject to plausible contingencies. In most cases, this amount of added transfer capacity is
equivalent to the amount of new generation capacity that is assumed to be added in the resource
area. In contrast to some of the studies with a congestion focus, the deliverability-focused
Western studies do not require time series of location-specific wind production data to determine
binding constraints, do not readily allow for redispatch possibìlties, and often have an exclusive
focus on long-distance transmission from resource areas to specific load centers.

Table 4. Range of Equipment Cost Assumptions

Equipment Minimum Cost Maximum Cost Unit

Number of
samples

Transmission Lines

765 kV (no description) 2_0 3_2 ($million/mi) 5

500 kV (single circuit) 1_5 2.2 ($million/mi) 6

500 kV (double circuit) 2.0 3.5 ($milion/mi) 5

500 kV (no description) 0.8 2_6 ($millon/mi) 10

HVDC Line (800kV)

HVDC Line (345 - 500kV)

3_7 ($million/mi)

1_1 3_0 ($million/mi) 8

HVDC Undersea Cable 4_0 ($million/mi)

345 kV (single circuit) 0_6 1_5 ($million/mi) 4

345 kV (double circuit) 1.0 2.3 ($million/mi) 5

345 kV (no description) 0_5 2.2 ($million/mi) 10

230 kV (double circuit) 2_0 ($millon/mi)

230 kV (no description) 0.3 1_6 ($million/mi) 6

230 kV (rebuild/reconductor) 0_5 ($million/mi)

115 kV (no description) 0_2 0.4 ($million/mi) 2

115kV (rebuild/reconductor) 0.1 0_3 ($million/mi) 2

115 kV (uprate) 0_05 0.4 ($million/mi) 2

Associated Equipment

HV Substations 10 60 ($million/unit) 6

DC Terminal ($/MW) 0.1 0_2 ($million/MW) 4

DC Terminal ($/unit) 250 500 ($million/unit) 5

The different study approaches have even been applied to very similar study scenarios. For
example, the Frontier study has a deliverability focus and the RM TS study has a congestion
focus, but the Frontier (scenarios A and B) and RMATS-2 scenario both consider the addition of
generation resources in Wyoming and large amounts of power transfer to Western load centers
over high voltage lines. The Frontier study assumes that all new generation added in Wyoming
must transfer its power over the capacity created by a new high voltage line. The RMA TS-2
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study, on the other hand, simulates a coordinated securìty constrained economic dispatch across
the entire Western Interconnection and allows much more new generation to be added in
Wyoming (without specifYing particular transactions between individual load centers and the
new generation).

It is not entirely clear which methodology better represents reality. The approach used in the
Frontier study, and many ofthe other Western studies that have a deliverability focus, effectively
assumes that all new generation that wil be utilized by distant loads requires transfer capacity
over new lines; all existing transmission capacity is assumed to be contractually allocated to
other parties. In contrast, coordinated security constrained economic dispatch of the Western
Interconnection allows least-cost resources to utilize all transfer paths between resources and
loads, as long as transferring the power does not increase production costs. New wind
generation in Wyoming, for instance, wil initially provide power to nearby loads as long as
doing so does not increase costs, and only the remaining wind power wil travel to more distant
loads. If transmission capacity to any ofthese loads is limited, wind wil either need to be
curtailed or transmission wil need to be added. Moreover, the amount of power that is
transferred over any new long distance lines wil depend on how much of that power cannot
travel over existing lines without increasing production costs.

Within regions that rely on independent system operators to manage the transmission system,
and where those systems are managed based on location-based pricing with few physical
transmission rights, the congestion focused approach may better approximate reality. In the
West, however, transmission is often physically reserved on a firm point-to-point basis, and
much ofthe transmission capacity in the region is fully reserved, although not necessarily
effciently utilized (see, e.g., Hamilton et al. 2004). Further, state renewable energy portfolio
standards sometimes require strict delivery of out-of-state renewable power into specific states.
In these instances, use of security constrained economic dispatch models of the Western
Interconnection may offer the most economically efficient solution, but may not adequately
represent current contractual and operational practices as well as state laws mandating the
purchase and delivery of renewable electricity. At the same time, current contractual and
operational practices are changing, and FERC Order 890 emphasizes practices to free up under-
utilized transmission capacity in the region such as planning redispatch and conditional firm
transmission service.31 Additionally, state renewable energy standards may increasingly allow
tradable renewable energy certificates from the broader region, rather than require strict in-state
delivery. Given these circumstances, a pure deliverability emphasis may prove unduly
conservative. In either case, further work and consideration of these issues would be valuable.

31 Planning redispatch allows a transmission customer that is requesting transmission access over a path that does

not have available transmission capacity to pay the higher of the embedded transmission cost rate or the incremental
cost to redispatch other generation. Conditional firm transmission allows a transmission customer to access the
transmission system with a similar priority as other firm transmission customers except during specific conditions or
a pre-specified number of hours of the year. During the conditional period the conditional firm customer can be
curtailed at a priority level equivalent to other non-firmcustorners (NWCC 2007).
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6. Comparison to Top-Down Transmission Cost Estimates

Though the studies in our sample use different methodologies and varying levels of detail, they
all provide a bottom-up approach to transmission planning on a regional basis, based on the
specific characteristics and modeling of the electric power grid. In contrast, certain top-down
studies are often conducted on a national basis, and are unable to incorporate detailed physical
modeling of the transmission system. Such studies must use cruder approaches to estimating the
transmission requirements associated with wind deployment.

In this section, we specifically compare the implied unit cost of transmission across the detailed,
bottom-up studies in our sample to the results of three, more-conceptual top-down studies. Two
ofthesetop-down studies were conducted in the context of the U.S. DOE's analysis of the
technical and economic feasibility of achieving 20% wind electricity penetration in the U.S. The
third top-down approach considered here is the £lA's National Energy Modeling System
(NEMS), which is used (among other things) to produce the EIA's Annual Energy Outlook.

As shown in the text that follows, the unit cost of transmission in two of the three top-down
studies broadly agree with the mid- to lower-end ofthe range from the bottom-up studies. The
unit cost implied in the third top-down study is 50% greater than the median cost of the studies in

our sample. As discussed earlier, the bottom-up estimates likely overstate actual transmission
expenditures for wind, perhaps further reinforcing the results of the two lower cost top-down
studies. The top-down studies often evaluate much higher levels of wind penetration than
assumed in the bottom-up studies, however, making comparisons somewhat inappropriate.32
Therefore, perhaps the most that can be concluded is that the top-down studies discussed below
do not generate results that are wildly out ofline with the more-detailed bottom-up assessments
summarized in this report.

6.1 20% Wind Energy: AEP 765 kV Overlay

American Electric Power (AEP) developed a conceptual design for a 765 kV transmission
network overlay across the US. that could facilitate the wind power additions needed to achieve
20% wind electricity by 2030 (AEP 2007), as specified in the US. DOE's 20% Wind Energy
analysis (US. DOE 2008). AEP owns and operates 765 kV lines in the Eastern US.

The 765 kV network overlay was developed by cQnnecting 765 kV lines between load centers
and areas of high wind potential, using (wherever possible) routes identified in previous regional
transmission proposals. Fift-five wind connection points were identified in the network. The
amount of wind installed at each wind connection point was assumed to be equivalent to the

32 As described earlier, however, the unit cost of transmission for wind is unlikely to increase as dramatically as one
might initially expect as deployment increases. Additionally, the bottom-up studies, because they are conducted on
a regional basis, imply a greater national penetration of wind than might otherwise be expected. As a result, it is not
entirely inappropriate to compare the bottom-up, regional transmission plans in our sample to top-down studies that
evaluate high levels of national wind power deployment. The JCSP study and many of the studies that add more
than 10 GW of new generation are particularly appropriate for comparison and the implied unit costs of transmission
in these scenarios are relatively close to the three top-down studies.
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transfer capacity ofa single 765 kV line. The 765 kV network was designed so that each wind
connection point is connected to the 765 kV network overlay through at least two 765 kV lines.
The network is therefore designed so that the system would remain within operating limits
during contingencies. As specified by AEP, the proposed netwörk included 19,000 miles of 765
kV line and could accommodate 200 - 400 GW of wind capacity. The cost ofthe transmission
system was estimated to be $60 bilion.

The AEP proposal was meant for discussion puroses, and did not involve detailed modeling of
the electric power system. AEP's engineering judgment, however, does hold some authority due
to the company's experìence with developing and building 765 kV lines. Based on our
simplified methodology, the unit cost of transmission implied by the AEP 765 kV Overlay is
$150 - $300lkW-wind. The low estimate of the unit cost of transmission is 50% of the median
value among the studies in our sample ($300lkW-wind) and the high estimate is nearly
equivalent to the median value in our sample.

6.2 20% Wind Energy: Wind Deployment System (WinDS)

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory used the Wind Deployment System (WinDS) model
to evaluate a scenario in which wind provides 20% of the nation's energy by 2030, requiring
more than 290 GW of additional wind capacity. AEP, as discussed above, provided a companion
proposal for the same 20% wind scenario.

Though WinDS does incorporate a detailed geographic representation of the transmission system
and addresses NERC reliability requirements through model constraints, it is based on a transport
model rather than a powerflow modeL. The WinDS model, as employed in U.S. DOE (2008),
simply assumed that 10% of existing transmission capacity was available for wind energy. As
wind deployment increases beyond this 10% limit on existing lines, the model adds new
transmission capacity. As a result, for the 20% scenario, WinDS predicts that 71 GW of new
wind wil use pre-existing transmission capacity, and that the remainder requires some
incremental transmission capacity.33 The cost for the new transmission is estimated to be $60.8
bilion.

Based on our simplified methodology, the unit cost of transmission implied by this study is
$207/kW-wind (U.S. DOE 2008). Clearly, the transmission cost estimates from the WinDS
model suggest that vast quantities of wind can be developed in the U.S. without requiring
extremely high unit costs of transmission. The $207/kW-wind figure is 69% of the median value
among the studies in our sample ($300/kW-wind), is below the implied unit cost of transmission
for 70% of the study scenarios in our sample, and is consistent with the JCSP study and many of
the studies that evaluate greater than 10 GW of new generation additions.

33 This assumption may be a bit aggressive based on indications that new transmission must be built in many regions

to accommodate a substantial increase in wind energy. Two studies in our sample (NISO and PSCo) did, however,
show that a certain amount of new wind generation can be added to the grid before transmission would need to be
upgraded. Most studies did not have the objective of answering the question of how much new wind can be added
to the system before transmission upgrades wil be required. We therefore canot use the results from our sample to
directly evaluate the merits of this assumption in u.s. DOE (2008).
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6.3 NEMS Long-Term (L T) Multipliers

The National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) is used by the EIA in its Annual Energy
Outlook (AEO), as well as to prepare topical reports for the U.S. Congress and others. The
treatment of wind in general, and transmission in particular, has changed somewhat over time.
Curently, the transmission cost for wind has been incorporated as a base transmission cost,
which is consistent among all generation capacity and includes transmission costs related to load
growth, and a wind-specific capital cost multiplier.

In particular, the average base transmission cost adder that is applied to wind capacity by NEMS
is $316/kW.34 In addition to this base transmission cost adder the cost of wind is assumed to
further increase as wind is added in a region, due to a variety of factors, including resource
degradation, increasingly challenging terrain for developing projects, and additional transmission
upgrades above the base transmission cost. The long-term capital cost multiplier in NEMS
ranges from one to three times the overnight capital cost of wind additions. For AEO 2008, for
example, these multipliers add an additional cost of approximately $0 to $3,370/kW35 to wind,
depending on the level of wind deployment in a region (EIA 2008a). The inultiplier that applies
to each level of deployment in a region (the "step size" of the multipliers) is largely based on
analysis from the NREL WinDS model, however several adjustments were applied to the WinDS
output to generate the multiplier step sizes actually used in NEMS (PERl 2007).36

Because the level of the EIA NEMS multiplier has such a large range, and because the multiplier
intends to address multple issues, of which transmission is only one, it is very difficult to
compare the NEMS results with those in our transmission study sample. Nonetheless, the amount
of potential wind capacity impacted by these multipliers, by region, is presented in Figure 8. The
figure also shows the amount of regional wind capacity added by 2030 from the AEO 2008
reference case, and therefore depicts the degree to which these estimated capacity additions are
affected by the EIA's cost multipliers.37

34 The base transmission cost adder varies by region from $220 to $580/kW ($2006). For wind deployed in 2030 in

AEO 2008 the average wind base transmission cost was $3 1 6/kW.
35 The high-cost adder corresponds to the 3X long-term multiplier of the capital cost, which in the Anual Energy
Outlook 2008 was assumed to be $I,683/kW ($2006) for 2030 (EIA 2008b).
36 The adjustments applied to the WinDS output to create the NEMS long-term multiplier step sizes are based on

limits such as the requirement that the resource in the ix multiplier step could not be greater than 25% of the total
resource and the cumulative resource in the ix and 1.2X multiplier step could not be greater than 50% of the total
resource. Similar additional limits were applied to the resource size in each multiplier step to reflect the fact that the
NEMS multipliers are meant to capture costs that are not included in the WinS model such as site accessibility,
terrain variability, and other market factors (PERI 2007).
37 Data for determining the average wind base transmission cost and multipliers by 2030 were derived from the

Cumulative Installed Capacity (ICapCum) - Year 2030 table in the output file called windsupply08.txt from NEMS.
This fie was obtained through personal communication with EIA staff.
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Figure 8. NEMS Long-Term Multiplier _Step Sizes and Cumulative Amount of Wind Developed in
Each RegioIiby 2030, for _AEO 2008 Reference Case38 - -. . '. . .
In aggregate, AEO 20Q8:fotecasts 40-GW ofnew__wind eapacity by _2030. On average, th-e-
multiplier-for these windadditíons was 1.08X, roughly an additional $132/kW~win-d. _
Rec-ognizing that the NEMSmultiplier is meant to reflect more than just transmission costs;
addillg-the base. transmission cost-and- the long-term multiplier,s fotwind in-2-030 leads-to atötal -
cost ådder- of-$450/kW or- SO%--greatèr than the median unit cost in our sample ($300/kW). -. . . . '. .
OIl a regional basis, the realized :N~MS multipliers vary - considèrably. Regions 1 and 3 - (East -- -
C_entraIArea_ an.d Mid-_Atlantic Area), for example, -bOoth reach the _highest 3Xmultiplier by 2030,
adçling $3,370/kW to the c~pital and base_transmission cos~ of íncremental wind capacity in -

- _ those re-gions~The trarismissio_n_-studies in-our sample do -not supportmultipliers at-this 1evel,but
. 

again, theEIA multipliers intend to capture effects other than transmission. The remaining.
regions-rèach only the -1.-2Xmultiplier(aróund- $340/kW additional-cost)ur-remain in-the-1X-
,multiplier step :(no addition_al beyond the base transmission cost) IJy2030 in_AE02008.-Many
öfthe - b-ottom-up transinission studies- iti our sámple, às well ~s- the -AEP and WinDS- results, - have
an impli~d unit cost of-transmis-sion that is- similàr to- the, cost represèntedby the_base
.. - -- - -

38 -Regions are defined-as follöws: -East:C_entral Area Reliability Coordination_Agreement.~ -01; Electric Reliability
Council of Texas ~ 02; Mid-Atlantic-Aréa Council ~ 03;_ Mid~America IriterconIected Netwotk_-04; Mid~ _-
Continent Area-Power Pool- 05~ Nörtheast~ower: Coordinating Council ¡New Y òrk- Ü6;- Nort~east Power -
C-oordinatlng Council/New-England -07; Florida. ReIlability Coordinating C.otincil_:--08;-So.utheastern- Electric' _

Relüibi-lity-Councli.. 09; Southwest Power Pool- tÚ;Westem Electricüy_Coordinating_Collncil/ Northwest Power -
Poòl_Area -- 11; Western Electricity CoordinatingCouncil / Rocky Mountain Power Area and -Arizona-New -Mexico-_ -

_ Southern-Nevada Power Area ~ 12;--Westetn ElectricitY Coordinating Council/- Californüi;. 13 - -
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transmission cost adder in NEMS ($300/kW median for our sample versus a $316 base
transmission cost for wind in NEMS).
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7. Conclusions

Recent growth in wind power development in the United States has been coupled with a growing
concern that this development wil require substantial additions to the nation's transmission
infrastructure. It is clear that institutional issues related to transmission planning, siting, and cost
allocation wil pose major obstacles to accelerated wind power deployment, but also of concern
is the potential cost of this transmission infrastructure build out.

In this report, we have reviewed a sample of 40 regional transmission studies that have included
wind power. These studies vary considerably in scope, authorship, objectives, and methodology,
making comparisons difficult. Regardless, our analysis of these studies reveals considerable
differences in the implied unit cost of transmission for wind. In particular, the total range in unit
transmission costs for wind implicit in these studies is from $O/kW to over$1,500/kW, though
some of this range is surely the result of flaws in our methodological approach.

The majority of studies in our sample, however, have a unit cost oftransmission that is below
$500/kW, or roughly 25% of the curent $2,000/kW capital cost of building a wind project. The
median cost of transmission across all scenarios in our sample is $300/kW, on a capacity-
weighted basis; roughly 15% of the current cost of building a wind project or 23% of the cost of
building a wind project in the early 2000s. In terms of cost per megawatt-hour of wind power
generation, the median cost is $ 15/MWh on a capacity-weighted basis, and most studies fall
below $25/MWh. Two highly-conceptual, top-down studies of 20% wind power penetration in
the U.S. electricity system have implied unit costs oftransmission below or nearly equivalent to
the median cost of our sample of 40 bottom up transmission planning studies.

These mid-range costs, though not insignificant, are also not overwhelming. Additionally, the
limitations of our methodology likely err towards an over-statement of the unit cost of
transmission for wind. The need for transmission expansion, for example, is not unique to wind:
other generation sources wil also require transmission expenditues. Transmission expansion
also typically serves multiple purposes, and our approach to assigning the full costs of that
expansion to generation capacity additions effectively ignores those other benefits. And, in at
least some of the studies in our sample, transmission is oversized, leading to an over-estimate of
the transmission costs uniquely associated with wind additions. Finally, in taking a deliverability
(rather than congestion) focus, a number of 

the studies in our sample reflect existing contractual
limits that, if overcome, could increase the effciency of grid operations and lower the unit cost
of transmission for wind; fuher work on this specific issue is merited.

Because the range of transmission costs sureyed here is broad, however, with a number of high-
cost scenarios, it is also important to understand how differences in study objectives,
methodologies, and assumptions can impact the resulting cost estimates. Our work has only
begun that process, and far more comparative work is needed. Transmission costs do appear to
be high in cases where long transmission lines are added without accessing substantial amounts
of new generation. At the same time, we find little evidence that higher levels of wind
penetration require dramatically increased unit transmission costs, relative to more-moderate
levels of wind deployment. This seems to be confirmed by two top down scenarios of 20% wind
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energy in the U.S., the JCSP study of20% wind energy in the Eastern Interconnection, and by a
number of bottom up study scenarios that add greater than 10 GW of new generation. It
therefore appears that the unit cost of transmission for wind need not increase dramatically at
higher levels of wind penetration.
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